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Has Christianity Failed in Asia?

Samuel Hugh Moffett

I thank you for all the kind words you have been saying, and for

what you have done and are doing here in special collections. Our"
Moffat" clan motto is a rather mournful, "Spero Meliora", "I hope for

better things". Well, we mourn no more. What could we ever hope for

better than this. It is a great honor.

And these are great days for mission-the Christian world
mission. My subject title is "Has Christianity Failed in Asia?", which
tilts the question a little toward the negative. But I am going to try to

convince you that the answer is "No, It has not failed". In fact I am
much more pessimistic about the declining old Christendom of the

West, than I am about the vital new churches of what we
condescendingly call "the third world".

But it is also true that anyone who talks about Asia has a
problem. Asia is so vast and varied that anything you say about one
part of it is going to be false about another part.

1

Let me give you an
example.

Consider two famous authors who have written on that subject.

One says Christianity has failed in Asia. The other says, No, it hasn’t.

The first one is a highly respected Indian historian, K. M. Panikkar. He
said emphatically about fifty years ago (1953), "...the [Christian)

attempt to convert Asia has failed."
2

But the second, an equally

famous professor at Harvard, the mercurial Harvey Cox, wrote more
recently (1995) that Christianity in Asia not only is not failing, it is

succeeding and succeeding spectacularly. He says it could

"eventually become a major force in all of southeast Asia [and in]

China, Mongolia and Siberia..." "Nearly half the population [of South

1 My favorite verse on ambiguity in the use of the word "Asia"
is Luke 6:16, referring to one of Paul's missions, "And the Holy
Spirit forbade them to go into Asia !

2 K. M. Panikkar, Asia and Western Dominance , (London: Allen
& Unwin, 1953 , 297

.



Korea]," he said, "is [already] churched."
3

Which one is right, Panikkar or Cox? Is Christianity dead in Asia,

or is it about to explode across the continent like "fire from heaven",

as Cox describes it? My thesis today will be that Panikkar and Cox
are both wrong, but also both partly right, and I think Cox, the optimist

is more right than Panikkar who says the Church has failed. I believe

that Asia is the greatest political, economic, and Christian challenge

in the world today.

A challenge, not a failure. Here is why I think so. Asia is not just

another continent; it is a supercontinent. It is big, so big that the

United Nations divides it into four sub-continents; North, South, East

and West Asia.
4 Europe by comparison is just a large, dumpy

promontory dangling from the dominant land mass of Asia. And Asia

is crowded . It holds nearly 60% of all the world’s people. Do you

know what percentage of the world’s population is in North America?

Less than 6%!—6% compared with Asia’s 60%. And Asia is religious .

It is the birthplace of all the world’s five largest religions: Hinduism,

Buddhism, Confucianism, Islam and Christianity. It surprises me that

Western Christians are still startled to be reminded that Christianity is

by birth Asian, not western. Jesus Christ was born in Asia. That is the

good news.

But I can’t dodge the bad news. Of all the world’s large

continents, in the proportion of the number of Christians to the total

population, Asia is the least Christian. Statistics from David Barrett’s

World Christian Encyclopedia. 2001 . show how geographically uneven

is the spread of Christians around the world (Christians here defined

as "adherents", or affiliated Christians-any who call themselves

Christians,): Latin America is reported statistically as 92% Christian,

Northern America, 84% (at this point you may recognize one of the

3 Harvey Cox, Fire From Heaven , (Reading, Mass. : Addison-Wesley
1995), 220. It was Pentecostalism that impressed him most.

4 Out of Asia's total population of 3,344 m. (excl. USSR) : East
Asia has 1,366 m. people, more than Africa and Latin America
combined (700 m. , and 402 m = 1,192 m.); China alone has more
people (1,150 m.) than Europe and North America combined (800 m.)

South Asia has 1,461 m. people. India alone has more than all

Africa (866 to 700 m.)
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problems of rating religions by the numbers!
5

), Europe including

Russia 76%, Africa 50%, and Asia (including the Middle East) only

8% 6
-- [92% Latin America, 84% North America, 76% Europe, 50%

Africa, 8% Asia}

So is Panikkar right after all? 92 of every 100 Asians have

resisted the magnetism of Christianity around the world. Has

Christianity failed in Asia?.

Gur tiffie=is-4anited. Let me answer that question by choosing

East Asia as a representative sampling of Asia as a whole. It is just

one of the four regions into which the UN divides Asia geographically,

but is arguably the most globally significant and largest of the four.

All but a sliver of East Asia is made up of four countries: China,

Japan, and North and South Korea. We in the West should consider

the future consequences of the fact that those four Asian countries, in

only one section of Asia, have nearly as many people as all three of

our proud western continents combined—Europe, North America and

Latin America. East Asia has a population of one billion four hundred

sixty million (1,460,000,000); our three western continents have

(1,560,000,000). Furthermore, for all their obvious immense

differences, those four Asian countries are united by the heritage of

one common cultural foundation: the indelible effect of three thousand

years of China’s dominance on the rim of the eastern edge of Asia.
7

5 For a fair and perceptive analysis of cliometric_s ,
or

"quantitave history", as "history by the numbers" is technically

called, see Ernst Breisach, Historiography: Ancient, Mediaeival and

Modern , (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1983), pp . 387-341.

His critical assessment is that cliometrics is "now in the

mainstream of historiography" . . . [and] the value of quantification

within clear limits has been conceded..."

LATIN AMERICA is
NORTH AMERICA is
EUROPE/ RUSSIA is
AFRICA is
ASIA ( +W . ASIA) is

E . Asia S . KOREA
CHINA

:t

.

World Christian Encyclopedia, 2001
,
Vol.l, p.

Christianity by Continents . 2000 AD
92 . 3% Christian 475 m Xns . in 519 m. population

84 .3% 261 m ii 310 m. ii

76 . 6% 560 m ii 729 m. ii

45 . 9% " 330 m ii 785 m. ii

8 .5% " 312 m ii 3513 m. ii

chri stianitv by Country, 2000 AD:

40.8% Xn 19 . 1m. Xns 47 m. pop.

7.1% Xn 89.0m. * n 1262 m. ii
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I am going to make a counter claim. If we have not failed in

historically strategic East Asia, who can say that Christianity is a

failure in Asia? I will claim that despite the mistakes and failures of

Christians in Asia, both by missionaries and national Christians, God
has used "the weak to put to shame the strong", and Christians have

expanded so fast in East Asia that the Churches there, far from
hopeless, may change the religious history of the whole continent for

the next century, and if that is true~it could change the history of the

whole world.

JAPAN 3 . 6% Xn 4.5m. " 127 m. ii

N . KOREA 2.1% Xn 0.5m. " 24 m. ii

113.1m. " 1460 m. ii

S .Asia INDIA 6.2% Xn 62 m. f 1014 m

.

ii

S . E . Asia INDONESIA 13 . 1% Xn 27 m. " 212 m. ii

PHILIPPINES 89 . 7% 68.2m. " 75 m

.

ii

VIETNAM 8.3% 6.6m. " 80 m

.

ii

The figures are adapted from the World Christian Encyclopedia ,

2nd ed. The asterisk* indicates a very large margin of error,
perhaps by as much as 10 or more million, some say 20m, too high.
The government estimate of only 25 million Christians is even more
unreliable

.
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CHINA: Where Failure Now Looks Like Success .

[Population 1.214.000.000: Christians 45-85.000.000 (6.5%-8%l

Let me start with China; it has about 4 and a half times the

population of America.
8 But didn’t Christianity Ml in China? It has

never been a Christian country. Now it’s a communist country. Isn’t

that failure? Five times in the long history of Christianity in East Asia,

Christians opened the door to China, and five times China slammed

the door shut against them.
9 There is no time this hour to review that

history. Yes we failed, time after time-Nestorians, Catholics and finally

Protestants—but Panikkar tends to remember only the times the door

closed. He needs to be reminded that each time the door closed,

Christians opened it again and came back stronger than before.

Let me tell you how I got caught in the last closing of that door

when the communists slammed it shut in 1951 and threw us

missionaries out. I must confess that at the time, I came close to

agreeing with Panikkar. I thought we had failed again.

I had reached China in 1947, just in time to see the end of 150

years of remarkable Christian progress in that huge country. For a

time in the 1920s and early ’30s there were 8,000 Protestant

missionaries in China. But the Chinese Catholic community in 1949

on the eve of the revolution was reported to be four times as large as

that of the Protestants.
10

Christians multiplied at all levels. It was said

that in the "Who’s Who in China" 25% of China’s intellectual and

8 See David Barrett, ed., World Christian Encyclopedia , 2nd

ed. , 2001, vol . 1

9 FIVE PERIODS OF ENTRY & REJECTION IN EAST ASIA
I. Nestorian I (635-907). Alopen reaches China.

II. Nestorian II; R. Cath. I (1200-1368). Sorkaktani
III. Roman Catholic II (1552-1773)

.

The Jesuits
IV. Protestant I; R. Catholic III (1807-1949). Morrison,

Hong, the CIM
V. The Communist Revolution (1949...)

10 G. T. Brown, Christainitv and the People's Republicc of

China , (Atlanta: John Knox, 1896), p, 78; This is a revision of

earlier widely statedf estimates (700,000 Protestants, 3,000,000
Catholics)

.
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political elite professed to be Christian.
11

Missionaries were
particularly admired for their medical work. By 1949 their 538 Christian
hospitals were among the most progressive in the country. One
estimate claims that 4 out of ten of the "qualified physicians" in China
had probably been educated in mission founded medical schools.

12

Christians pioneered also in the struggle for women’s rights.
They led the opposition to foot-binding. But much more culturally
transforming was Christian emphasis on education for women. The
largest, best known, and most singularly feminine of the Christian
colleges was Ginling College in Nanking, founded by Methodists in
1915.

13
"The number of women in the Christian colleges quadrupled

between 1920 and 1925."
14

Three years later a Ginling graduate
made history. Dr. Wu Yi-Fang, an earnest Christian, returned from
graduate study in America with a Ph.D in biology from the University
of Michigan to become the first Chinese woman president of a college
in Chinese history. The year was 1928.

15

China even had a Christian ruler, a general named Chiang Kai-
Shek, a Methodist, and many thought that his Christian wife was a
greater influence globally than he was. Some began to think that the
Christian General Chiang, the acknowledged Christian ruler of the
largest country in the world, would be a second Emperor Constantine,
a Constantine for the Christianizing of Asia. But as we all know,

11

12 David Aikman, Jesus in Beijing . Washington DC: Reqnery,
2003), 52.

13 Jessie G. Lutz, China and the Christian Colleges, 1850-1950 ,

(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1971), 132-138, 157, 508,
532. The first Chinese Christian college for women was the North
China Union College for Women, in 1904 which opened in 1904 with
the unexpected support of the Empress Dowger, hitherto violently
anti-Christian. A few years later it merged into a co-educational
union with what became Yenching University.

14 Lutz, p. 137, citing Handbook of Christian Colleges . 1926.

15 Archie R. Crouch, Rising through the Dust . (New York:
Friendship Press, 1978), 166-169.
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history’s answer was "No". In fact, in 1949, "the number of Christians

[had] never reached more than 1% of the population". The "golden

age" of Christianity is gone, and looking like just another failure.

I found that out the hard way in the revolution. My timing

could not have been worse. 1947 was not a good year for going to

China as a missionary. The country was breaking up in civil war-

Chiang Kai-Shek’s nationalists against Mao Tze-Tung’s communists.

When I asked, "Who will win?", expecting the answer, "The Christian

general", to my surprise even some of my Christian friends said, The

communists," and they were right. Within a year and a half the

communists captured the university where I was teaching, and went

on to take the rest of the country.

In Nanking, early in 1950-1 had left Peking to teach at Nanking

Seminary-Dr. Wu Yi-Fang of Ginling CoUege whom I mentioned above,

sent me a message. "May I come and stay with you a few days"? Of

course we said yes. She looked exhausted. "I just needed to get

away from the pressures", she said, and for three days she cried and

prayed with us. "But there are things I can’t tell you," she said. We

soon learned what she meant. The government launched a massive

reconstruction of the country’s educational system, and all private

colleges were to reorganize under communist control-in particular the

16 Protestant and 3 Catholic colleges. A year later I was detained,

given a people’s trial and deported. Not long after that, we heard that

there was not a single "Christian" college left.

"When we get rid of you missionaries," the communists boasted,

"the Chinese church will wither away". And when I left China I was

almost discouraged enough to believe them. Maybe Pamkkar was

right, and Christianity was about to die in Asia. There were then

between three and four million Christians in China-over three million

Roman Catholics and about one million Protestants, and the

persecutions began shortly after we were expelled. They escalateding

in 1966 into ten years of the horrors of what was politely called a

"cultural revolution". For one dark period in those frightening days not

one church was left open in all China, except perhaps a service m one

is LutZ( china and the Christian Colleges, 526
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of the foreign legations. I thought we had all failed, missions,
missionaries and all.

But Panikkar and I were both wrong. Today, after a half century
or more of the red revolution, it is the communists who are withering
away-no, not withering, that would be an exaggeration- but they are
rapidly and radically changing course. Only with great difficulty are
they hanging on to pure communist political power. And the Chinese
Christians?. There was no withering there!. As government pressure
softened in 1976 after the death of Mao Tze-Deng (or ZeDong), one
visitor quoted this comment as summarizing the resilience of the
persecuted Christians, "We are survivors. We were once bitten by the
tiger... Its claws left scars on our faces so we are not handsome..."
And another added, "We not only survived—look at us—we grew".

17

That was thirty years ago. Yes, they grew and grew and grew. No
one really knows how many Christians there are in China today. The
government says about 15 or 20 million. But a more realistic figure,

though it has to be an educated guess, is probably somewhere
between 45 and 85 million people. That may be all right, but where
else but in China do we accept margins of error of 40 million people.
Nevertheless, even the possibility of growth from three or four million
to a possible 85 mill ion right through a revolution is not "withering
away".

18
It would mean that Christianity is on the verge of matching

the 100 million claimed for Buddhism in China.

So what of the future in China? There are still problems,
the most pressing of which is the splintering of Chinese Christianity.

Protestant and Catholics are both split in two on the issue of legalized

state control of religion. When the state is anti-religious and all

powerful and all too fond of the death penalty, the issue becomes
explosive.

17 Carl Lawrence, The Church in China . (Minneapolis: Bethany
House Publishers, 1985), 113, 115.

A "Doubly affiliated" deduction of 25 million people is
checked against the listed total for Asia, (300 million) . D.
Barrett and T. M. Johnson, World Christian Trends

, p.383.
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For Protestants, a large group accepted a compromise. They

called themselves the Three-Self Patriotic Movement. A smaller group

resisted, and to escape persecution, went underground as

independent House Churches. For Catholics, the demand for state

control meant renouncing the authority of the Pope. Many refused,

and were persecuted; but many also cut their ties with the Vatican and

formed what was called the Chinese Catholic Patriotic Association.

That was Fifty years ago.

This is the situation today. Chnina’s Christians are still divided.

But the Catholic/Protestant balance has been completely reversed. In

1949 there were three times as many Catholics as Protestants; today

there are perhaps 8 or 9 times as many Protestants as Catholics. The

independent, often charismatic, non-compromising Protestant house

churches have far outstripped the growth of the government-regulated

Three-Self Church. And on the Catholic side it is the compromising

side, the state-regulated, "pope deserting" Catholic Patriotic

Association which has grown faster, at least visibly, than the

persecuted, papal loyalist Roman Catholics.

Be careful before you jump to judge one side right and one side

wrong in either the Protestant schism or the Catholic. Even Peter and

Paul were not above arguing now and then. And both sides can quote

the Bible. The Protestant "Three Self Church" chose the Biblical

admonition, "Let everyone be subject to the governing authorities"

(Rom. 13:1) and its churches, though severely restricted, were allowed

to remain open. The "House Churches" chose a different text, "We

must obey God rather than any human authority" (Acts 5:29), and for

decades they refused to be governed by an atheistic regime.

The "mainline" Protestant "Three Self Church" is to be

commended for preserving a visible presence for Chinese Christianity

through the long years of the revolution. It was right in thinking that

Christians must not be afraid of social reform. But it ran a risk—too

much dependence on government, and a tendency to emphasize

political social action over faithfulness to the worship and doctrines

and the counsel of God in His Word. The conservative house

churches which went underground, now represent the largest and

fastest growing religious movement in all China. But they, too, run a

risk-the lack of an educated Christian leadership, and often too little
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opportunity or ability to effect wider reforms in China.

As for China’s Catholics, it is quite possible that in the long run,

the loyalist ’’Roman" Catholics, though they have been persecuted out

of sight, may have the final advantage. The communist-controlled, self-

ordained bishops of the Catholic Patriotic Association are not

recognized outside China; but the underground loyalists have a pope
known to all the world.

They may even have a "secret" cardinal. In 1979 the Pope, John-

Paul II secretly (in pectore) appointed a Chinese cardinal for the

loyalists, Bishop Gong Pin-Mei (Ignatius Kung). Bishop Kung was an

authentic Roman Catholic bishop, born in a five-generation Catholic

family. He was bishop of Shanghai and was thrown into prison in

1955, to "wither away" for thirty years. When he was released (but still

kept in "house arrest), he did not know that for his last six years in

prison he had been a "secret cardinal". It was kept a secret for another

six years, and not publicly announced until 1991.
19

Cardinal Kung
died not long ago in America. But there is a rumor even now that

another "secret cardinal" for China may soon be announced.

[I may have to skip Japan and North Korea—the two apparent

failures of Christian mission in East Asia. They bring a balancing dose

of hard reality into the explosive picture of church growth I have been

painting in China, Korea—but let me skip to the the bright hopeful side

again: South Korea.]

19 Richard C. Bush, Jr., Religion in Communist China

,

(Nashville and New York: Abingdon Press, 1970) . 123-126, 136-139,
146-149; Catholic World News (Jan. 22, 2001,
http

:
//www, cwnews . com/news/viewstory . (Jan. 22, 2001), (4/4/2005);

and "A Brief Biography of His Eminence Ignatius Cardinal Kung Pin-
Mei (Gong)", http//www. cardinalkungfoundation . org/biography/
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Japan: The Church that Didn’t Grow
Population 127.000,000: Christians 4,560.000,or 3.6%

The story of Christianity in Japan is a wake-up, cold shower of

hard history that needs to be added to the story of Christianity in Asia.

It is an antidote to premature Christian triumphalism, a more subdued

story sandwiched in between two brighter stories of apparent triumph

(Korea and China), to remind us that Christianity is not always a

success story as the world defines success. Time does not permit

adequate treatment here, but let me just say that it does not lead us

to much Christian boasting to learn that there were more professing

Christians in Japan 350 years ago in the early 1600s, than there are

today. Japan’s publicly reported Christian percentage of the total

population is less than 2%, compared with about 7 or 8% in China, or

as high as 30% or more in South Korea.

*** In the 19th century, while the Chinese empire was crumbling, the

Japanese empire was riding high, ready to conquer the world. In 1894

it had easily defeated massively larger China. A Chinese army came

rolling south into Korea with drums and banners and Mongolian style

Manchurian cavalry straight out of the days of Gengkhis Khan. But its

Chinese officers were still technically being chosen on the basis of

their ability with the bow and arrow-the mark of a gentleman. The

Japanese, on the other hand, silent and efficient, had the most modern

of guns. The great land battle of the Sino-Japanese War was fought

over the Korean city of Pyengyang (now the capital of North Korea)

where my father had just established residence as the first permanent

Protestant missionary in the interior outside the official treaty ports.

After the battle, as he walked through the battlefield and counted the

Chinese bodies laid out for miles, he said he felt he was watching the

end of the Middle Ages-guns against bows and arrows, umbrellas and

obsolete weapons.

Ten years later, in 1905, little Japan defeated another empire,

Russia, in the Russo-Japanese War. And when my father saw his first

Russian prisoners in Japanese prisoner-of-war camps, he said he felt

that he was watching the end of the white man’s domination of Asia.

So a victorious imperial Japan, unlike defeated imperial China,

met the incoming wave of 20th century Christian missionaries with an
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air of assurance that felt no need to re-examine its own religious

foundations and consider Christianity as a serious alternative. After

all, it had just soundly defeated one of the greatest Christian empires

in the world, Russia. The result was little progress of Christian

missions in Japan. Another unanticipated result was that only thirty

years later, in the 1930s, having annexed Korea, Japan began a

crusade to conquer the whole of East Asia, beginning with Korea,

China, and next, perhaps, the world.

But to conquer the world, Japan saw that it needed more than an

army; it needed a motivating religious faith. And what better faith than

Japanese Shintoism with its great appeal to nationalist pride and its

syncretistic ties to Japanese Buddhism. So, beginning with Korea

which they absorbed in 1905 after the victory over Russia, Japan

began to force Christians in their empire to adjust to Japanese Shinto

Shrine worship—worship of the emperor as divine. Thus, while some

in China were just beginning to think they might have a Chinese

Constantine, Generalissimo, Chiang Kai-Shek, Japan already had its

emperor-god, Hirohito.

We know now that the Generalissimo never became a

Constantine, and that Hirohito was not divine. Japan lost its crusade,

but Japan is still not Christian. Its people learned to copy western

technology without adopting what was than commonly called the

"western" religion. But it would be far from the truth to describe

Christianity in Japan as a failure. Many factors contributed to the

slowness of its growth—patriotic pride, the state religion, Shinto, and

its amazing economic rise, among others. (The Bible has always

pointed to obsession with riches as a barrier to Christian faith).

*** I see two major differences between Korea and Japan in respect

to the impact of Christianity on those two countries. One was the soil

on which the seed of the gospel was planted . Korea was a shattered

nation. Its traditional religions had failed her. She was ready to listen

to a religion of hope. Japan felt it already had in itself all the hope it

needed. And the harvest in that difficult soil was not plenteous. But

the Christians it did produce were outstanding—Kagawa, Kitamori,

Uchimura. And it sent out cross-cultural missionaries across the world

in the 20th century farther than its military empire at its widest extent

ever was able to reach.
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The second difference, in the 20th century, was a blend of

theological and methodological traits in mission policies that differed

markedly in Japan from those in Korea. Here I will be referring to

Protestant missions, not Catholic. In Japan after World War II, the

theology of the mainline missions gradually became more liberal and

less evangelical than in Korea (if I may use those labels loosely). The

Japan missions had earlier strongly stressed the need for

independence and evangelistic outreach in their emerging churches,

but in pursuit of these worthy goals, the foreign missionaries found

themselves gradually separating from active congregational church life

and concentrating their attention more on issues of education and

social action than on outright evangelism and proclamation. They

became closer to the elite and educated than to the people in the

pews. It strengthened leadership but narrowed growth.
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KOREA; A Success Story, but with Problems.

IPopulation (South) 47.000.000; Christians 19,800,000 = 40%1

It is hard for Protestant Christian observers not to be triumphalist

in describing South Korea. A recent visitor returned not long ago from

that country almost in shock. Methodism, he said, began in England

with John Wesley, but the largest Methodist congregation in the world

is not in England. It is in Seoul, Korea. Presbyterianism began in

Geneva with John Calvin, but the largest Presbyterian congregation in

the world is not in Geneva. It is in Seoul, Korea. Pentecostalism as

a modern movement began in Southern California, but the largest

Pentecostal congregation in the world is not in Southern California.

It is in Seoul, Korea.

We don’t have to go to Korea to sound triumphant about Korean

Christianity. Here in America, mainline Protestantism is secularizing

and declining all around us-Presbyterians have been losing members

at the rate of 40,000 a year for thirty years. But right here in

Princeton, put the point of a draftsman’s compass in the middle of

town, at Mercer and Nassau, and draw a circle with a 70-mile radius

around where you are standing, and you will find 700 Korean-

American churches within that circle. That is nearly 700 new churches

which were not here 40 years ago.

What happened in Korea to produce such an explosion,

spreading now not just in Korea, but around the world? The growth

is obvious. Korean Protestants grew faster than Catholics; and

Presbyterians grew faster than Methodists, Pentecostals and Baptists

combined. When my father went to Korea 105 years ago, just six

years after the first resident Protestant missionary arrived, there were

less than 250 Protestant Christians in all Korea, north and south, and

only two little Protestant congregations; one Presbyterian and two

Methodist. Those 250, north and south, in 1890, grew to nearly

12,000,000 Protestants in the south alone today, not counting 2V2

million Catholics, and a half million "marginal sects", like the

Unification Church. (Operation World, ’95)

More significant for the future of Christianity in Asia, those 12

million Protestants have 12,000 missionaries they have sent out

around the world, and most significantly to the secularizing west,
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which once so recently sent missionaries to them. Their missionaries,

I might add, are often making the same mistakes we did, but there is

no stopping their enthusiasm for proclaiming Jesus Christ as Saviour

of the World.

But what was it that made them grow? The best answer I know
was given by my father sixty years ago. To an inquiring committee

from America, he simply said, "For the last fifty years we lifted up to

this people the Word of God, and the Holy Spirit did the rest." Too

simple, maybe, but I sincerely believe that if Christians don’t begin

there, they usually don’t begin at all.

However, there are other important reasons why the Korean

church grew.

1. I would mention, first, a non-theological reason. Christian

missions to Korea came in with no imperialist, colonial baggage. It

was an Asian colonialism (Japanese) which Korea resented, not the

west. The American missionaries came as friends, not exploiters.

2. A second non-theological reason is that the Protestants came

at a time when Korea’s religious and cultural heritage was crumbling.

A 500-year-old Korean dynasty was tottering to its end. Confucianism,

Buddhism and Shamanism had all failed them when the country was

conquered by Japan. The apparent failure of their old traditions

opened the way for them to look for hope to the new, enthusiastic faith

brought by their friends, the missionaries.

3. But just as important, and probably even more immediately

effective, was a third reason: the wise mission policy of those early

missionaries. It is called the Nevius Method, named for an 1850

graduate of Princeton Theological Seminary, John Nevius, who went

to China and reacted against the old methods of mission work there.

We missionaries, he said, kept control of the Chinese church in

missionary hands too long. His advice was, "Trust the Holy Spirit, and

trust the converts the Spirit gives you. Let them evangelize their own

country and build up a Chinese church".

His policy was not adopted by the Presbyterian missions in

China, but in 1890 when Nevius brought the same message to a little
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band of pioneer missionaries in Korea, they listened, and it became a

catalytic turning point in the subsequent history of Korean Christianity.

The Presbyterian mission adopted the "Nevius Method" as its official

policy. It is no coincidence that although Catholic missions began a

hundred years earlier, and Methodists at the same time as the

Presbyterians, there are now twice as many Korean Presbyterians as

Catholics, and five times as many Presbyterians as Methodists.

The Nevius Method is known today as the "Three-Self

Method" .

20 The first "self" is self-government , that is, turn over the

church to Korean control as soon as there is a Korean ordained

ministry and eldership to lead it. That was done in 1907, the year the

first class graduated from the first Korean seminary. The second "selP'

was self-support . That was done even earlier, in the 1890s. The

mission decided not to pay the salaries of Korean pastors or build

Korean churches with foreign money. Instead, in faith, they entrusted

the full responsibilities of Christian stewardship to their converts.

Koreans have been "tithers" ever since. The third "self
1

is self-

propagation , that is lay evangelism. But that deserves to be another

point by itself. I call it "the Korean Initiative.

4. So the fourth reason is the Korean initiative . Evangelism was

emphasized as the responsibility of all Christians, not just Korean

pastors and foreign missionaries. And oh how enthusiasticaly

Koreans can evangelize. [Watermelon?] Korean Protestantism began

not with foreign missionaries in Korea, but with a Korean lay

evangelist, Suh Sang-Yoon , even before the first missionaries arrived.

He was converted in Manchuria by Scottish missionaries in 1876. He

came back to Korea in 1883 and formed a little Christian community

in his home village a whole year before the first American

missionaries landed-- Horace Allen, a Presbyterian doctor (1884),

Horace Underwood a Presbyterian minister, and Henry G. Appenzeller,

a Methodist minister (1884. But the Korean layman, Suh Sang-Yun,

was first. As one missionary remarked in admiration years ago, "the

Korean Christians have always been one step ahead of the

missionaries".

20 The Nevius Method also has roots in the "three-self" mission

strategies advocated by Henry Venn in England and Rufus Anderson in

America

.
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5. A fifth reason for growth was prayer . A distinctive feature of

Korean church life is the day-break prayer meeting. It takes spiritual

discipline to get up at 4 or 5 in the morning for spiritual exercise, not

physical exercise. One Presbyterian church in Seoul has four day-
break prayer meetings for its congregation: at 4, 5, 6 and 7 every
weekday morning. The 6 and 7 o’clock meetings each draw an
attendance of 5,000 people. I’m not surprised that his Presbyterian
congregtion has 70,000 members—that’s three times the size of our
whole New Brunswick presbytery.

6. A sixth reason was Bible Study . The early missionaries

translated the Bible into common, vernacular Korean using the Korean
alphabet so that everyone could read it. They didn’t use the difficult

Chinese characters which were taught only to sons of the elite by
Confucian scholars. One of the requirements quickly established for

full communicant membership in the church in those pioneer days was
learning to read. "How can you be a Christian if you can’t read the

Bible?", they said. That may explain why Korea today has a higher

rate of literacy than the United States.

*** 7. And seventh, revival . The Presbyterian church in Korea was
organized in the midst of a spiritual revival, explosive and spectacular,

that swept through the peninsula from 1903 to 1907. It touched off

massive ingatherings of church growth. It permanently stamped the

church’s character with a revivalistic fervor that has been compared
with the revivals of John Wesley. Though the principal benefactors of

the revival were the Presbyterians, it was ecumenical. The Koreans
said to the missionaries, "Some of you go back to John Calvin, and
some of you to John Wesley, but we can go back no further than 1907

when we first really knew the Lord Jesus Christ".
21 ***

8 . An eighth reason for growth was Korean Christianity’s refusal

to polarize evangelism and social action . It practiced both, because

to Korean Christians both were gospel, good news. The early

missionaries were anything but spiritually other-worldly. The first

missionary, Dr. Allen, opened Korea’s first modern hospital and then

moved from the mission into diplomacy to become an early American

21 Moffett, Christians of Korea , 53 f.
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Minister (ambassador). No national problem or concern was
considered out of bounds for Christian care and concern. The
pioneers gave Korea its first schools for women, its first schools for

the blind. Underwood imported kerosene and agricultural implements,

and naturally a little later, his brother’s new product, the Underwood
typewriter. Moffett opened a timber concession on the Yalu River,

managed by Christian Koreans. Foreign traders objected. That wasn’t

missionary business, they said; it was infringing on the trader’s profits.

The missionaries replied, "We are not doing it for ourselves; we are

teaching our converts modern techniques and business methods so

they will be able to compete on a more equal footing with Western
traders as the West sweeps in on them". Besides, they said, "No
national problem or concern is out of bounds for Christian care and
attention.’ It is no coincidence that the Republic of Korea’s first

president after independence from Japan was a Christian, a Methodist;

and of the last two retired presidents, one is a Presbyterian elder, and
the other a Roman Catholic, with a Methodist wife.

But I must not let myself be carried away with beating the

success drums for Korean church growth. It speaks for itself There is

one reason for church growth that I don’t brag about. It is church

schism . One of the least pleasant facts of Korean church history is

that one way the Korean church grows is by splitting. Where else in

the world will you find a Jesus Presbyterian Church and a Christ

Presbyterian Church and Jesus isn’t speaking to Christ. But by the

grace of God, when a Korean Presbyterian church splits, in ten years

each half seems to grow to be as large as the whole was before the

split.
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My time has run out. Let me close with Seven Lessons we

can learn from the history of the church in Asia, beginning with this

thesis: the future of Christianity in the 21st century will be largely

shaped by the rise of the third world churches . But...

1. Christians will lose if they depend too long on political power,

whether national or foreign.

2. They will lose if they fail to be identified with, and appreciate,

their own national cultural heritage; and also if they fail to bear a

counter-cultural witness within that heritage.

3. They will lose if their enthusiasm for evangelism wanes and

they do not share the Good News of Jesus Christ.

4. They will lose if they do not validate their spiritual message

with social compassion and integrity.

5. They will lose if they fail to produce educated leadership lor

the nation and the church.

6. They will also lose, however, if they concentrate on social

programs to the neglect of the personal and corporate disciplines and

responsibilities of the Christian life within the congregation..

7 . And finally, Christians will lose everything ifthey abandon then-

theological center: One God, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit; and one

Saviour, Jesus Christ; and one definitive, inspired rule of faith and

practice, the Scriptures.
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Has Christianity Failed in Asia?
Samuel Hugh Moffett

wvf (f xul,, *u(r yfi ^ ffo* — cv-A e*k a*, w^i,W y4u 4Us

I am more pessimistic about the declining old Christendom
of the West, than I am about the vital new churches of what we
condescendingly call "the third world". Especially Asia. And anyone
writing about Asia is, in effect, writing also about Africa and Latin

But it-JSr-^also —true that anyone who talks about Asia has a
problem. Asia is so vast and varied that anything you say about one
part of it is going to be false about another part.

1

Let me give you an

This, -is also true about what is happening on the other two
"developing continents", but I will concentrate here on Asia. Consider

-two famous authors who have written on that subject. One says
Christianity has failed in Asia. The other says, No, it hasn’t. The first

one is a highly respected Indian historian, K. M. Panikkar. He said
emphatically about fifty years ago (1953), "...the [Christian) attempt
to convert Asia has failed."

2
But the second, an equally famous

professor at Harvard, the mercurial Harvey Cox, wrote more recently

(1995) that Christianity in Asia not only is not failing, it is succeeding,
and succeeding spectacularly. He says it could "eventually become a
major force in all of southeast Asia [and in] China, Mongolia and
Siberia..." "Nearly half the population [of South Korea]," he continues,
"is [already] churched."

3

Which one is right, Panikkar or Cox? Is Christianity dead in Asia,

or is it about to explode across the continent like "fire from heaven",
as Cox describes it? My thesis today will be that Panikkar and Cox

1 My favorite verse on ambiguity in the use of the word "Asia"
is Luke 6:16, referring to one of Paul's missions, "And the Holy
Spirit forbade them to go into Asia !

2 K. M. Panikkar, Asia and Western Dominance . (London: Allen
& Unwin, 1953, 297.

3 Harvey Cox, Fire From Heaven . (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley
1995), 220. It was Pentecostalism that impressed him most.

America.
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are both wrong, but also both partly right, and I think Cox, the optimist

is more right than Panikkar who says the Church has failed. I believe

that Asia is the greatest political, economic, and Christian challenge

in the world today.

A challenge, not a failure. Here is why I think so. Asia is not just

another continent; it is a supercontinent. It is big, so big that the

United Nations divides it into four sub-continents; North, South, East

and West Asia.

4

Europe by comparison is just a large, dumpy

promontory dangling from the dominant land mass of Asia. And Asia

is crowded . It holds nearly 60% of all the world’s people. Do you

know what percentage of the world’s population is in North America?

Less than 6%!~6% compared with Asia’s 60%. And Asia is religious .

It is the birthplace of all the world’s five largest religions: Hinduism,

Buddhism, Confucianism, Islam and Christianity. It surprises me that

Western Christians are still startled to be reminded that Christianity is

by birth Asian, not western. Jesus Christ was born in Asia. That is the

good news.

But I can’t dodge the bad news. Of all the world’s large

continents, in the proportion of the number of Christians to the total

population, Asia is the least Christian. Statistics from David Barrett’s

World Christian F.ncvclonedia. 2001 , show how geographically uneven

is the spread of Christians around the world (Christians here defined

as "adherents", or affiliated Christians-any who call themselves

Christians,): Latin America is reported statistically as 92% Christian,

,1 l Northern America, 84% (at this point you may recognize one of the

problems of rating religions by the numbers! ), Europe including

t V.

4 Out of Asia's total population of 3,344 m. (excl. USSR) : East

Asia has 1,366 m. people, more than Africa and Latin America

Combined (700 m. ,
and 402 m = 1,192 m.); China alone has more

people (1,150 m.) than Europe and North America combined (800 m

south Asia has 1,461 m. people. India alone has more than all

Africa (866 to 700 m.)

5 For a fair and perceptive analysis of cliometrics, or

ii auantitave history", as "history by the numbers" is technically

called, see Ernst Breisach, Historiography: Ancient Mediaeiva)1

Modern (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1983), pp . 387-341^

tical assessment is that cliometrics is "now in the

mainstream"^ of historiography"... [and] the value of quantification

within clear limits has been conceded. .

.
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Russia 76%, Africa 50%, and Asia (including the Middle East) only

8%6
-- [92% Latin America, 84% North America, 76% Europe, 50%

Africa, 8% Asia.

3

So is Panikkar right after all? 92 of every 100 Asians have

resisted the magnetism of Christianity around the world. Has

Christianity failed in Asia?.

Let me answer that question by choosing East Asia as a

representative sampling of Asia as a whole. It is just one of the four

regions into which the UN divides Asia geographically, but is arguably

the most globally significant and largest of the four. All but a sliver of

East Asia is made up of four countries: China, Japan, and North and

South Korea. We in the West should consider the future

consequences of the fact that those four Asian countries, in only one

section of Asia, have nearly as many people as all three of our proud

western continents combined—Europe, North America and Latin

America. East Asia has a population of one billion four hundred sixty

million (1,460,000,000); our three western continents have

(1,560,000,000). Furthermore, for all their obvious immense

differences, those four Asian countries are united by the heritage of

one common cultural foundation: the indelible effect of three thousand

years of China’s dominance on the rim of the eastern edge of Asia.
7

6 David Barrett, World Christian Encyclopedia, 2001 ,
Vol . 1 , p.

population

.

Christianity bv Continents . 2000 AD
LATIN AMERICA is
NORTH AMERICA is
EUROPE/ RUSSIA is
AFRICA is
ASIA (+W.ASIA) is

92.3% Christian 475 m Xns

.

84 .3% " 261 m. "

76.6% " 560 m. "

45.9% " 330 m. "

8.5% " 312 m. "

in 519 m.
310 m.
729 m.
785 m.

3513 m.

7 Christianity bv Country, 2000 AD:

E.Asia S . KOREA
CHINA
JAPAN
N . KOREA

40.8% Xn 19.1m. Xns
7 . 1% Xn 89.0m.* "

3 . 6% Xn 4.5m. "

2 . 1% Xn 0.5m. "

47 m.
1262 m.
127 m.
24 m.

113.1m. " 1460 m.

S .Asia INDIA 6.2% Xn 62 m. " 1014 m. ii

S. E.Asia INDONESIA 13 . 1% Xn 27 m. " 212 m. it
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I am going to make a counter claim. If we have not failed in

historically strategic East Asia, who can say that Christianity is a

failure in Asia? I will claim that despite the mistakes and failures of

Christians in Asia, both by missionaries and national Christians, God
has used "the weak to put to shame the strong", and Christians have

expanded so fast in East Asia that the Churches there, far from

hopeless, may change the religious history of the whole continent for

the next century, and if that is true—it could change the history of the

whole world.

PHILIPPINES 89.7% 68.2m. " 75 m. "

VIETNAM 8.3% 6.6m. " 80 m. "

The figures are adapted from the World Christian Encyclopedia ,

2nd ed. The asterisk* indicates a very large margin of error,

perhaps by as much as 10 or more million, some say 20m, too high.

The government estimate of only 25 million Christians is even more
unreliable

.



Asiafail.#2 (S. Moffett)

HAS CHRISTIANITYFAILEDIN ASIA
(Statistics, 2000)

Christianity by Continents:

LATINAMERICA 92% Xn.

NORTH AMERICA 84% "

EUROPE & RUSSIA 111 !»%
AFRICA 44% " 46%. "

ASIA (+ W.ASIA) 8% "

481 in Xns. 519 in. pop.

261 m. " 312 m. "

" 560 m. " 729 m. "

330 m. " 785 m. "

312 m. " 3S*3 m. "

7CV

Christianity by Country:

KOREA 27.0% 18 in. Xns 45 m. pop.

CHINA 6.5% 50 in.
ft 1214 m. "

INDIA 2.7% 31 m. ft 950 m. "

JAPAN 1.6% 1 M. ft 126 M. "
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CHINA: Where Failure Now Looks Like Success .

[Population 1,262,556.,000: Christians 45-85,000,000 (6.5%-8%l
8

Let me start with China; it has about 4 and a half times the

population of America.
9

But didn’t Christianity fed in China? It has

never been a Christian country. Now it’s a communist country. Isn’t

that failure? Five times in the long history of Christianity in East Asia,

Christians opened the door to China, and five times China slammed

the door shut against them.
10

There is no time this hour to review

that history. Yes we failed, time after time—Nestorians, Catholics and

finally Protestants—but Panikkar tends to remember only the times the

door closed. He needs to be reminded that each time the door closed,

Christians opened it again and came back stronger than before.

Let me tell you how I got caught in the last closing of that door

when the communists slammed it shut in 1951 and threw us

missionaries out. I must confess that at the time, I came close to

agreeing with Panikkar. I thought we had failed again.

I had reached China in 1947, just in time to see the end of 150

years of remarkable Christian progress in that huge country. For a

time in the 1920s and early ’30s there were 8,000 Protestant

missionaries in China. But the Chinese Catholic community in 1949

on the eve of the revolution was reported to be four times as large as

that of the Protestants.

11

Christians multiplied at all levels. It was said

8 ADapted from Operation World, 2001 . pp . 159-165.

9 See David Barrett, ed., World Christian Encyclopedia , 2nd

ed
.

,

2001 ,
vol . 1

10 FIVE PERIODS OF ENTRY & REJECTION IN EAST ASIA
I. Nestorian I (635-907). Alopen reaches China.

II. Nestorian II; R. Cath. I (1200-1368). Sorkaktani
III. Roman Catholic II (1552-1773). The Jesuits
IV. Protestant I; R. Catholic III (1807-1949). Morrison,

Hong, the CIM
V. The Communist Revolution (1949...)

11 G. T. Brown, Christainitv and the People's Republicc of

China , (Atlanta: John Knox, 1896), p, 78; This is a revision of

earlier widely statedf estimates (700,000 Protestants, 3,000,000
Catholics)

.
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that in the "Who’s Who in China" 25% of China’s intellectual and
political elite professed to be Christian.

12
Missionaries were

particularly admired for their medical work. By 1949 their 538 Christian

hospitals were among the most progressive in the country. One
estimate claims that 4 out of ten of the "qualified physicians" in China
had probably been educated in mission founded medical schools.

13

Christians pioneered also in the struggle for women’s rights.

They led the opposition to foot-binding. But much more culturally

transforming was Christian emphasis on education for women. The
largest, best known, and most singularly feminine of the Christian

colleges was Ginling College in Nanking, founded by Methodists in

1915.
14

"The number of women in the Christian colleges quadrupled
between 1920 and 1925."

15
Three years later a Ginling graduate

made history. Dr. Wu Yi-Fang, an earnest Christian, returned from
graduate study in America with a Ph.D in biology from the University

of Michigan to become the first Chinese woman president of a college

tiinese history. The year was 1928.
16

China even had a Christian ruler, a general named Chiang Kai-

Shek, a Methodist, and many thought that his Christian wife was a

greater influence globally than he was. Some began to think that the

Christian General Chiang, the acknowledged Christian ruler of the

largest country in the world, would be a second Emperor Constantine,

13 David Aikman, Jesus in Beijing , Washington DC: Regnery,
2003) , 52 .

14 Jessie G. Lutz, China and the Christian Colleges, 1850-1950 ,

(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1971), 132-138, 157, 508,
532. The first Chinese Christian college for women was the North
China Union College for Women, in 1904 which opened in 1904 with
the unexpected support of the Empress Dowger, hitherto violently
anti-Christian. A few years later it merged into a co-educational
union with what became Yenching University.

15 Lutz, p. 137, citing Handbook of Christian Colleges , 1926.

16 Archie R. Crouch, Rising through the Dust , (New York:
Friendship Press, 1978), 166-169.

12
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a Constantine for the Christianizing of Asia. But as we all know,

history’s answer was "No". In fact, in 1949, "the number of Christians

[had] never reached more than 1% of the population".
17 The "golden

age" of Christianity was gone, and looking like just another failure.

I found that out the hard way in the revolution. My timing

could not have been worse. 1947 was not a good year for going to

China as a missionary. The country was breaking up in civil war—
Chiang Kai-Shek’s nationalists against Mao Tze-Tung’s communists.

When I asked, "Who will win?", expecting the answer, "The Christian

general", to my surprise even some of my Christian friends said, "The

communists," and they were right. Within a year and a half the

communists captured the university where I was teaching, and went

on to take the rest of the country.

In Nanking, early in 1950-1 had left Peking to teach at Nanking

Seminary—Dr. Wu Yi-Fang of Ginling College whom I mentioned above,

sent me a message. "May I come and stay with you a few days"? Of

course we said yes. She looked exhausted. "I just needed to get

away from the pressures", she said, and for three days she cried and

prayed with us. "But there are things I can’t tell you," she said. We
soon learned what she meant. The government launched a massive

reconstruction of the country’s educational system, and all private

colleges were to reorganize under communist control—in particular the

16 Protestant and 3 Catholic colleges. A year later I was detained,

given a people’s trial and deported. Not long after that, we heard that

there was not a single "Christian" college left.

"When we get rid of you missionaries," the communists boasted,

"the Chinese church will wither away"./"And when I left China I was

almost discouraged enough to believe them. Maybe Panikkar was

right, and Christianity was about to die in Asia. There were then

between three and four million Christians in China—over three million

Roman Catholics and about one million Protestants, and the

persecutions began shortly after we were expelled. They escalated in

1966 into ten years of the horrors of what was politely called a "cultural

revolution". For one dark period in those frightening days not one

17 Lutz ,
China and the Christian Colleges , 526.



church was left open in all China, except perhaps a service in one of

the foreign legations. I thought we had all failed, missions,

missionaries and all.

But Panikkar and I were both wrong. Today, after a half century

or more of the red revolution, it is the communists who are withering

away~no, not withering, that would be an exaggeration— but they are

rapidly and radically changing course. Only with great difficulty are

they hanging on to pure communist political power. And the Chinese

Christians?. There was no withering there!. As government pressure

softened in 1976 after the death of Mao Tze-Deng (or ZeDong), one

visitor quoted this comment as summarizing the resilience of the

persecuted Christians, "We are survivors. We were once bitten by the

tiger... Its claws left scars on our faces so we are not handsome..."

And another added, "We not only survived-look at us-we grew".
18

rs" —
That was thirty years ago. Yes, they grew and grew and grew. No

one really knows how many Christians there are in China today. The

government says about 15 or 20 million. But a more realistic figure,

though it has to be an educated guess, is probably somewhere

between 45 and 85 million people. That may be all right, but where

else but in China do we accept margins of error of 40 million people.

Nevertheless, even the possibility of growth from three or four million

to a possible 85 million right through a revolution is not "withering

awayi~l?"tt would mean that Christianity is on the verge of matching

the 100 million claimed for Buddhism in China.

So what of the future in China? There are still problems,

the most pressing of which is the splintering of Chinese Christianity.

Protestants and Catholics are both split in two on the issue of

legalized state control of religion. When the state is anti-religious and

all powerful and all too fond of the death penalty, the issue becomes

18 Carl T.awrance . The Church in China , (Minneapolis: Bethany

House Publishers, 1985), 113, 115.

19 A "Doubly affiliated" deduction of 25 million people is

checked against the listed total for Asia, (300 million) . D.

Barrett and T. M. Johnson, World Christian Trends ,
p.383.
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explosive.

For Protestants, a large group accepted a compromise. They
called themselves the Three-Self Patriotic Movement. A smaller group
resisted, and to escape persecution, went underground as
independent House Churches. For Catholics, the demand for state
control meant renouncing the authority of the Pope. Many refused,
and were persecuted; but many also cut their ties with the Vatican and
tormed what was called the Chinese Catholic Patriotic Association.
That was fifty years ago.

This is the situation today. Chnina’s Christians are still divided.

But the Catholic/Protestant balance has been completely reversed. In
1949 there were three times as many Catholics as Protestants; today
there are perhaps 8 or 9 times as many Protestants as Catholics. The
independent, often charismatic, non-compromising Protestant house
churches have far outstripped the growth of the government-regulated
Three-Self Church. And on the Catholic side it is the compromising
side, the state-regulated, "pope deserting" Catholic Patriotic

Association which has grown faster, at least visibly, than the

persecuted, papal loyalist Roman Catholics.

Be careful before you jump to judge one side right and one side

wrong in either the Protestant schism or the Catholic. Even Peter and
Paul were not above arguing now and then. And both sides can quote
the Bible. The Protestant "Three Self Church" chose the Biblical

admonition, "Let everyone be subject to the governing authorities"

(Rom. 13:1) and its churches, though severely restricted, were allowed

to remain open. The "House Churches" chose a different text, "We
must obey God rather than any human authority" (Acts 5:29), and for

decades they refused to be governed by an atheistic regime.

The "mainline" Protestant "Three Self Church" is to be
commended for preserving a visible presence for Chinese Christianity

through the long years of the revolution. It was right in thinking that

Christians must not be afraid of social reform. But it ran a risk—too

much dependence on government, and a tendency to emphasize
political social action over faithfulness to the worship and doctrines

and the counsel of God in His Word. The conservative house

churches which went underground, now represent the largest and
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fastest growing religious movement in all China. But they, too, run a

risk--the lack of an educated Christian leadership, and often too little

opportunity or ability to effect wider reforms in China.

As for China’s Catholics, it is quite possible that in the long run,

the loyalist "Roman" Catholics, though they have been persecuted out

of sight, may have the final advantage. The communist-controlled, self-

ordained bishops of the Catholic Patriotic Association are not

recognized outside China; but the underground loyalists have a pope

known to all the world.

They may even have a "secret" cardinal. In 1979 the Pope, John-

Paul II secretly (in pectore) appointed a Chinese cardinal for the

loyalists, Bishop Gong Pin-Mei (Ignatius Kung). Bishop Kung was an

authentic Roman Catholic bishop, born in a five-generation Catholic

family. He was bishop of Shanghai and was thrown into prison in

1955, to "wither away" for thirty years. When he was released (but still

kept in "house arrest), he did not know that for his last six years in

prison he had been a "secret cardinal". It was kept a secret for another

six years, and not publicly announced until 1991. Cardinal Kung
died not long ago in America. But there is a rumor even now that

another "secret cardinal" for China may soon be announced.

20 Richard C. Bush, Jr., Religion in Communist China,
(Nashville and New York: Abingdon Press, 1970) . 123-126, 136-139,
146-149; Catholic World News (Jan. 22, 2001,
http : //www, cwnews . com/news/viewstory . (Jan. 22, 2001), (4/4/2005);
and "A Brief Biography of His Eminence Ignatius Cardinal Kung Pin-
Mei (Gong) ", http//www. cardinalkungfoundation.org/biography/
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Largest Protestant Church in China

Nearly 10,000 people attended the dedication service of Chong-yi Church ^
of Hangzhou on May 5, 2005. They included national church leaders Bishop K. H. Ting,

Dr. Han Wenzao, and Presbyter Ji Jianhong; provincial Three-Self and church council

delegations; government officials; overseas guests and thousands of church members
from the city of Hangzhou and its vicinities. A brass band formed by church members
added excitement and festivity to the special occasion But most impressive was the choir

of 350 members, representing many congregations in Hangzhou. Conductor Mrs. Eleanor
Tsai personally auditioned 500-600 applicants, listened to them one by one before

selecting them for training The result was truly “heavenly voices” for this historic event

Chong-yi (which means “worship the one and only God”) Church can trace its

origin back to the 19
th
Century, when China Inland Missionaries from England established

work in the city of Hangzhou in 1866. By 1901 they purchased land on Qingtai Street to

build the first Chong-yi Church As soon as the building was completed in 1902, the

congregation declared its independence from the English mission board to become a self-

governing Chinese church. During World War II the sanctuary was turned into a

warehouse by the Japanese army which occupied the city. In the 1950s the church

participated in the Three-Self Patriotic Movement. Eventually all denominational

structures went out of existence not only in Hangzhou but in other parts of China By
1958 churches were combined to hold “union services.” During the Cultural Revolution

all churches including Chong-yi Church were closed Later the property surrounding the

church was used to develop residences, a warehouse and a hospital

Since the early 1980s many churches in the city have re-opened The growth of

the Christian community is phenomenal In the metropolitan area of Hangzhou alone.
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there are now 150,000 Christians while the

population of the city is 3.6 million. The local

church council felt the need for a new Chong-yi
Church but the neighborhood had no more space to

expand. Therefore in 2001 church leaders

negotiated with the government, and purchased the

land on Xintang Road The total cost including

land, building and furnishing was 42 million RMB
(about US $5.25 million). Although gifts had been

received from overseas, Christians in Hangzhou and

the province of Zhejiang made the major contri-

bution, according to a report given by the church. A
small portion of the funding came from local Christian entrepreneurs, while the majority of

donors were ordinary church members who gave not only sacrificially, but also out of a
deep gratitude that God had blessed their beloved church so abundantly. They also see

this as an affirmation of an enlightened religious policy of the government, who made such

a piece of prime property in the city center available for the church.

With seating capacity of 5,000, Chong-yi Church is the largest Protestant church

building in China, and likely the largest place of worship for any Chinese church in the

world As there is no interior column, every worshipper can have an unobstructed view of
the pulpit. Behind the gigantic cross are light beams to symbolize steps leading up to

heaven. The hanging lights on two sides resemble wings of Gabriel the Archangel.

Additional lights above the choir give the image of doves ascending, or the Holy Spirit

descending. For the exterior of the church, granite is used

along with dark grey bricks, which is most characteristic

of the traditional houses in the southeast region of China

known as “Jiang Nan,“ or “south of the Yangze River.”

The church includes a meditation room which can

accommodate 300 persons, and facilities for lay training

(or Christian education) yet to be completed. The senior

pastor is Rev. Joseph Gu, who visited the United States

in 2003 V He has been in youth ministry of the Si-cheng

Church since graduation from Nanjing Theological

Seminary.

Following the dedication service, a new publication

named “The Life of Love was introduced in a

special ceremony. The book, a collection of writings and

theological reflections in response to the call for the

“construction of Chinese theological thinking,” is a

most meaningful gift to the whole church as Hangzhou
Christians celebrate the beginning of their ministries at

the new Chong-yi Church

2 -
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New Auxiliary Bishop Approved by Vatican

Monsignor Giuseppe Wen-zhi Xing has been appointed Auxiliary Bishop
of Shanghai by the Catholic Church and College of Bishops in China. The appointment is

said to have approval by the Vatican, according to China Daily News (Zhonz Guo Daily
News, June 29, 2005), quoting a report from the Vatican news service.

The Catholic Church in China broke relations with the Vatican in 1957, when 35
newly elected bishops in China did not meet with Rome’s approval. In the same year, the
National Synod of the Chinese Patriotic Catholic Association (CPCA) was established As
Chinese Catholics went ahead to consecrate these new bishops in 1958, they met with
denunciation and faced the threat of being excommunicated. One needs to remember that
in 1949 when the People’s Republic of China came into being, only 29 of the 134 Catholic
dioceses were under Chinese leadership. At the wake of mass exodus of foreign bishops
in the early 1950s, many dioceses were like flocks without shepherds. The Vatican’s
antagonism towards the CPCA through the years was one of the main factors contributing
to the division of Chinese Catholics. Alliance with the CPCA is seen by underground
Catholics as being unfaithful to the Holy Father in Rome. From time to time, funding
from the Vatican had encouraged underground seminaries and other activities to flourish,

resulting in many arrests and imprisonments, furthering the split of the church and
justifying to some that “martyrdom” was necessary.

Since Vatican II, the winds of change had also reached China, where the
government had adopted an open policy and economic reform. Leaders in Rome had
repeatedly sent overtures for better relationship with Chinese Catholics Many Catholic
theological schools had included the study of Vatican II in the curriculum In the spring of
1989, when the news media focused on the student demonstration on Tiananmen Square
and the tragedy that followed, a significant event was quietly taking place in Beijing

without international attention: the meeting of Catholic bishops, official from the

Religious Affairs Bureau and the United Front Work Department of the State Council. A
Document #

6

was drafted in this meeting, to address the situation of the underground
church, to return confiscated Catholic properties to the church for income so that the

church would not depend on funds from outside China Also Catholic churches began to

pray for the Holy See in public services of worship. Although the Pope is still regarded as

“Bishop ofRome” (only a local church), he is held in a very special place in the hearts of
Chinese Catholics.

The new Mgr. Xing is said to be the next in line as Bishop of Shanghai when Mgs.

Aloysius Jin Luxian retires. Bishop Jin, age 90 and in poor health, has been an

outspoken advocate to improve relations with the Vatican. As a noted scholar who
speaks many European languages, Bishop Jin studed in Rome in 1945 and received a

doctorate in theology Returning to the newly established People’s Republic, he was told

by Pope Pius XII to “fully resist Communism” based on two assumptions 1) the

Kuomintang will soon return to the mainland from Taiwan; 2) Communism is against
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religion
1 With this mandate, Bishop Jin was arrested in 1955, and stayed in prison for 18

years. He did not gain complete freedom until 1982, or 27 years later.

That same year (1982) Mgr Jin was appointed principal of the She Shan Seminary

of Shanghai Reflecting on his experiences at an international seminar on Confucianism

and Christianity held at the Chinese University of Hong Kong in June 1988, he expressed

optimism for improved relationship between the Vatican and the Chinese Catholic Church.

In cooperative effort toward social uplift, he did not see any contradiction between
atheists and believers of religion Instead, they could seek common ground to work
together for the common good. “The Chinese Catholic Church must maintain

independence politically and economically,” he told reporters then. “The Vatican has a

long way to go to really understand China under its present situation. At the same time,

the Chinese government, after repeated political campaigns and the Cultural Revolution,

has finally come to the realization that religion cannot be destroyed by force

Oppressiveness and strict control can only fan the flame of religious fervor in the people.”

With China’s openness including being more open to religion. Bishop Jin vowed to do all

he could to strengthen the church and to develop social services for the community. He
has been doing exactly that in the last two decades.

Bishop Jin participated in the consultation on inter-confessional translation of the

bible which brought together Catholic and Protestant biblical scholars from Hong Kong,
Taiwan and mainland China in 1991. In that meeting, Chinese Catholics who use the term

“Tian Zhu or Heavenly Lord” for Elohim (God) agreed to accept the Protestant term

“Shangdi or King Above,” while Protestants were willing to use the term “Sheng

Shen or Holy Diety” for the Holy Spirit. A noted ecumenist, Bishop Jin hoped that

such cooperation could bring genuine Christian unity.
2

The new Mgr. Xing did graduate studies in the United States, and has been vicar-

general of the Shanghai Diocese under Bishop Jin. His being fully a part of the “official“

church and at the same time “recognized” or “approved” by the Vatican is seen also as a

significant first step towards the healing of the divided church within China. Many
underground Catholics still refuse to participate in Mass, recognize marriage, or even

attend funeral services officiated by “invalid” priests ordained by the CPCA church. The
appointment of Mgr. Xing with backing from Rome may be a further step for bridging the
divide Also it may mean that the government is beginning to see that linkage with the
Vatican does not necessarily mean allowing “outside interference of internal affairs.”

At the same time, with a new Pope named Benedict XVI, Chinese Catholics are
reminded that it was another Pope with the same name - Benedict XV (1914-22) who
issued his Apostolic Letter “Maximum Illud ’ (1919) that led to the first Synod of Bishops
in China in Shanghai being established, setting the stage for the ordination of the first six
Chinese Bishops in Rome on October 26, 1926. Perhaps this new Pope will also be
supportive to Catholics in China in a new way.

3

' (- -hma Daily, June 1 1, 1988 and June 13, 1988
Sec China News Update . January 1992

3 Fr0ma™ Church Quarterly. Umled States Catholic China Bureau. Issue #62. Spnng 2005
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Amity Delegation in the United States and Canada

In June of 2005, a delegation of six from the Amity Foundation in Nanjing
attended the World Council of Churches Roundtable meeting and East Asia Forum in
Chicago The delegates also visited San Francisco, Los Angeles, New York, Valley
Forge, Cleveland, Indianapolis, Louisville and Toronto where they met with staff persons
in various denominational headquarters, spoke in local churches, had reunion with former
Amity teachers, and made new friends across the continent The six delegates were Mr
Qiu Zhonghui Jnytt3#?, General Director of the Amity Foundation, Mr Zhang Liwei

mm. Associate General Secretary, Ms. Li Enlin
|jfc. Director for Medical and

Health division, Ms Liu Ruhong JIJgpgE, Director of Education Division, Ms. She

Hongyu £, Director of Blindness Prevention and Special Education Division, and
Ms. Theresa Carino, Overseas Coordinator based in Hong Kong

In his letter of July 2, 2005, Mr. Qiu thanked all the hosts and friends along this
journey. We feel that we now have a better understanding of one another as partners and
we are delighted if our visit has given more impetus to the ecumenical partnership that has
always characterized Amity. We realize that through this visit, not only have we
strengthened our ties, but also expanded the network of friends in North America The
personal friendships that we have made now and over the years are deeply treasured.”

Blindness Prevention

Do you know that there are 60 million people with disabilities in China, and that at

least one tenth of them are either blind or have various kinds of visual impairment? Ms
She Hongyu, Director of Amity’s Blindness Prevention and Special Education Division
told audiences at the Pasadena Presbyterian Church and the Pilgrim Place Community at

Claremont, CA that for the special needs of disabled persons, China still lacks the
supportive structures in transportation, education and employment opportunities. Without
such support, the people with disabilities often stay poor and have low self-esteem as well
as low status in society. Many people were startled to hear that 60 percent of blindness is

preventable, and that a number of crippling diseases that lead to blindness, such as

glaucoma and trachoma, can be treated. Cataract surgery, with a high successful rate, is

often life-changing, helping affected people gain back their dignity and independence. It

is Amity’s aim to make this kind of surgery available to the poor, to reach those who can
not afford the treatment, especially in the countryside.

Ms. She remembers working with Dr. Norval and Mrs. Dorothy Christy over a

decade ago. The Christys, after serving as Presbyterian missionaries in Pakistan for 40
years, began going to China every year, up to three times a year between 1987 and 1997

Under the joint sponsorship of Amity and the Christian Blind Mission (CBM, or

Christoffel Blindenmission of Germany), they demonstrated and train doctors to do
cataract surgery in many provinces. Through the Christys, CBM also provided medical

equipment for many village clinics. Ms. She mentioned seeing pictures of the Christys put
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in the place of honor in many village clinics even to this day.

According to the Annual Report of 2004, Amity sponsored 14 Blindness

Prevention projects in 12 provinces - Anhui, Gansu, Guangxi, Hebei, Hubei, Hunan,

Jiangsu, Ningxia, Qinghai, Shandong, Sichuan and Yunnan They performed 5,000

cataract surgeries last year, and had trained 1,891 eye doctors at village, township and

county levels, bringing the cumulative total of Amity-trained ophthalmologists to date to

over 15,000. They have also held workshops and seminars to raise awareness and

provided assistance to parents and teachers of visually impaired children. China does not

have enough schools with special education. Sometimes the schools are too far away
from home, or the fees for boarding are beyond the means of the families with these

special needs One way that Amity helps is to integrate disabled children in regular public

schools Resources, reference books and special training are given to teachers who have
these disabled children in their classrooms. In some cases psychological counseling is also

made available to those who need it.

Rehabilitation program under Amity aims to enable disabled persons to become
fully accepted, integrated members of society. In the year 2004, Amity offered vocational

training to 680 differently-abled persons. In cooperation with CBM of Germany, and with

the International Centre for Eye Health (ICEH) of England, Amity published the first

Chinese language edition of the ICEH Journal Community Eve Health

The following are three stories, the first told by Ms. She during her visit in

Southern California, and the other two are found in the Amity Annual Report of 2004:
1 Mr. Wu Shengqi is a Muslim in Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region. He lost his

eyesight twoyears ago and became homebound. He simply refused to go outforfear of
falling. His absencefrom prayersfour times a day in the mosque ledfriends to assume
that he was dead. Through Amity Mr. Wu was trained to walk by himself and to gain
enough confidence to go out again. Recently Ms. She went to visit him andfound him
not at home. As her taxi went by the mosque she spotted him on his way to prayer. She
was so happy that she asked ifshe could take a picture ofhim. Though women were not
allowed in the mosque

,
the Imam graciously gave her specialpermission to enter and

take the picture.

2. Han Qixiang is 72 years old. His wife died long ago, and he has a son who is

unable to work because ofhis learning disabilities. Han lives in Maoping Township in

Zigui County, Hubei Province. Since his home was along the bank of the Yangze River
he was ordered to relocate in 1996 because of the building of the Three Gorges Dam.
Han needed aroundRMB 6,000 (US $725) to build a new homefor himselfand his

family in the new location. Unfortunately, in 1997, he developed cataracts in both eyes
and could no longer work and raise the money he needed. He could not even do basic
household chores such as cooking and washing clothes, and lifefor him and his son
became almost impossible.

Amity helped arrangefor Mr. Han to undergo cataract surgery on both his eyes.

Afterwards hefelt like he had a new lease on life and spent all hours collecting garbage
and waste products which he could recycle and sell. In this way, his income rose to over
RMB 400 per month (US $48) and he was able to save aroundRMB 8,000 (US $967)
ovei time. Reflecting on this, Han says, “I thank the good heartedpeople that 1 can see
light again. ”
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3 After losing his eyesight, Li Shilin was afraid to stepfoot outside his home for
fear offalling. Living in Xianshi Township near Luzhou, Sichuan Province, Li could
only go outside ifhe had anotherfamily member to hold on to. However, he was clumsy
and kepi stepping on their toes, and soon nobody in hisfamily was willing to take him out
any more. After this, he would occasionally pluck up the courage to go out by himself.
However, the only implement he had to lean on was a short sickle used by the familyfor
farm work. Bent crooked over this, Lifelt helpless and a burden to those around him as
he shuffled along.

Amity rehabilitation workers based in Luzhou became aware ofLi 's situation and
worked wtth him. He was provided with a proper cane and taught how to use it to
maneuver his way around. Li 's confidence has grown to the point where he can now go
to market by himselfand even assist in the fields withfarm work. Now Li is more ofa
help than a burden to hisfamily.

Amity Teachers in China

After an orientation program under the auspices of Church World Service,
National Council of Churches held in Elkhart, Indiana, six new Amity teachers left for
China in late July to participate in Amity’s on-site conference for further training and
orientation before they began their two years as English teachers. The following are the
new teachers, their home towns, denominational sponsors and places of assignment

Satah Gardner
, Highland, NY, The Episcopal Church USA, Gansu Lianhe University,

Gansu Province

Ruth Klanano, Vancouver, WA, Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, Gansu Lianhe
University, Gansu Province

Don Lindsay, Austin, TX, Presbyterian Church (USA), Fuyang Teachers College, Anhui
Province

Kathryn Lindsay, Austin, TX, Presbyterian Church (USA), Fuyang Teachers College,

Anhui Province

Kendra Shemak
,
Dubuque, IA, Evangelical Lutheran Church in American, Lanzhou

Education College, Gansu Province

Rachel Sterrett, New Baden, IL, Presbyterian Church (USA), Lanzhou Education

College, Gansu Province

Amity teachers who are continuing their assignments in China

Jon Granberg-Michaelson, Oakland, NJ, Reformed Church in America, Xinyu College,

Jiangxi Province

Gretchen Reynolds, Oakland, CA, Presbyterian Church (USA), Anshun Teachers College,

Guizhou Province

Thomas Reynolds, Oakland, CA, Presbyterian Church (USA), Anshun Teachers College,

Guizhou Province

Elissa Rolf Fergus Falls, MN, United Boardfor Christian Higher Education in Asia,

Evangelical Church in America, UnitedMethodist Church, Yuncheng University,
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Shanxi Province

Elizabeth Eliason, Hartford, CT, United Church of Christ, Luzhou Institute of Education,

Sichuan Province

John Hilton,
Wichita, KS, Presbyterian Church (USA), Huzhou Teachers College,

Jiangsu Province

Phyllis Hilton, Wichita, KS, Presbyterian Church (USA), Huzhou Teachers College,

Jiangsu Province

Lucinda Morgan, Hamilton, OH, Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, Jiangsu

Institute of Education, Nanjing

Connie Wieck, Marshall, IL, United Methodist Church, Luzhou Vocational Technical

College, Luzhou, Sichuan Province

Hugh Wire, Berkeley, CA, Presbyterian Church (USA), Sichuan University of Science

and Engineering, Zigong, Sichuan Province

In addition to the above persons, two Presbyterian couples are closely related to the Amity

Foundation, They are Donald and Wei Hong Snow in Nanjing, where Don teaches in

Nanjing University and Wei Hong works in the seminary library John and Kim Strong are

staff of the Amity Overseas Office located in Hong Kong.

An Appeal: To Rebuild Collapsed Churches in Yun’nan

Extremely heavy snow fell on Yunnan Province in early March this year, causing

severe casualties and tremendous damage The residents of the high and cold

mountainous regions suffer the most, with roads blocked, communication paralyzed,

electric power loss, and water supply for human and cattle dangerously threatened, school

buildings, family homes and churches collapsed.

Nujiang, Diqing and Lizhou are among the most affected areas, where 287

churches were destroyed, not to mention people’s home dwellings and other structures.

Fudong in Nujiang were in the worst situation Of the 286 churches in this county, 187

received damages in various degrees. The direct economic loss is about 820,000 RMB
(US $100,000). Christians in the area are very poor to begin with Now tragedy has

added misery to their lives They have lost their places of worship, and do not know

where they can find resources to rebuild their church buildings. Therefore they made an

appeal to the Social Service Department of the national China Christian Council for help.
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Partner churches overseas and friends abroad have received this message; “Please give a
hand to these churches in distress, and help them pull through these difficult times Our
brothers and sisters in flood-affected areas need your prayers.”

Anyone who wish to help can contact the Social Service Department of CCC/TSPM at

(tspmcccssd2003@hotmail.com) Contributions can be sent by checks payable to

Social Service Department
, China Christian Council

210 Jiu Jiang Road, 2/F, Shanghai, 200002, People's Republic of China
Or you can use bank transfer - China Christian Council

Account number:

Bank Sort Code.

Bank Address:

Swift Code

:

1001235909014454839

022359

Industrial and Commercial Bank ofChina
470 East Nanjing Road, Shanghai 20000

J

People 's Republic ofChina

1CBKCNBJSH1

Summer Conferences for Young People

Since 1900, hundreds of young people in Hangzhou have gathered every summer for

church conferences sponsored by the YMCA, YWCA and churches of this scenic

city by the West Lake. Participants include university students and choir members from various

churches This year the conference which began on July 1

1

th
was held in the Gulou (Drum Tower)

Church A special concert honoring Mrs. Eleanor Tsai feSKJl took place in the evening of July

14
th

, to celebrate her decades of ministry as church musician, choir director, seminary teacher and

much beloved mentor to many young people Mrs. Tsai, who has written a theme song for each of

the summer conference since 1990, has just celebrated her 90
th

birthday. She and her late husband.

Rev Peter Tsai were overseas delegates at the PCUSA General Assembly in 1988 Since then she

has participated in the “Mission to the USA” program, and is known to many in the Presbyterian

Church (USA).

To young people in the church, these summer conferences offer an opportunity for

leadership training, Bible studies, spiritual growth and fellowship, and discussion on special topics

such as “love and marriage” and other relevant issues Every morning, about two yours before the

first scheduled meeting (which is 8:00 am), most of the conferees are already gathering at prayer

on their own. However, the conference also has its time for fun. The last day has always been a

day of outing. This year the group will visit Mount Tianmu.

In recent years summer conferences have been organized in other parts of Zhejiang

Province. The Hangzhou conference has inspired nearby cities such as Xiaoshan, Linping and

Fuyang to hold similar conferences for their own young people There are also conferences which

aim at college students or middle school students, like the ones in the cities of Xiangshan and

Fenghua. The church is seriously making an effort to nurture its younger generation, which is the

future of the church

News in Brief

Rev. Ms Cao Shengjie H President of the China Christian Council, was awarded an

honorary doctorate from the Theological Institute of the University of Helsinki, Finland on May
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13, 2005. Prior to the ceremony Rev. Cao as well as Rev. Kan Baoping (8®^ and Ms. Chen

Meilin of the China Christian Council attended a Conference on World Mission and

Evangelism sponsored by the World Council of Churches, held in Athens, Greece. The five day

conference focused on the theme of “healing and reconciliation.” (Tian Fens. , 6/05)

The China Christian Council Bible Exhibition in the USA, previously planned for

September 2005, has been postponed to May 2006. Tentatively a grand opening on or about May
18* will take place in Atlanta, Georgia with former President Jimmy Carter attending. The other

venues for the exhibition will be Los Angeles and New York City, dates to be determined later.

Just one month after the consecration of Msgr. Xing in Shanghai, another Catholic

Auxiliary bishop was consecrated with approval of the Holy See, according to a report by Asia

News, July 28, 2005 The new Monsignor Dang Mingyan age 38 of the Archdiocese of

Xi an was bom into a Catholic family on June 12, 1967 He graduated from the regional Xi’an

Seminary as well as the national Sheshan Seminary in Shanghai. Archbishop Anthony Li Du-an

who officiated at the consecration service, is said to be in poor health and under treatment

for cancer at age 78 Msgr. Li, well known for his loyalty to the pope, is also Vice President of the

Bishops' Council of the Catholic Church in China. The speculation is that Msgr Dan will

eventually take over as head of the Xi’an archdiocese.

Global Mission Conference 2005 with China Network Gathering

From Everywhere to Everyone is the theme of a Global Mission Conference to be held at

the Peachtree Presbyterian Church in Atlanta, Georgia October 20-22, 2005. Sponsored by the

Outreach Foundation and Presbyterian Frontier Fellowship (PFF) in cooperation with the

Worldwide Ministries Division, Presbyterian Church (USA) and Peachtree Presbyterian Church of

Atlanta, the conference will focus on “how our evangelistic witness and missional identity are now

being shaped by the growth and mission initiative of the global church.” “The church’s greatest

growth today is outside of the West, and we have much to leam from our brothers and sisters in

other countries and cultures That is why most of the leadership for this conference w ill come from

churches outside of Europe and North American,” said Rob Weingarten, Executive Director of the

Outreach Foundation and Bill Young, Executive Director-elect of PFF.

To those who have special interest in China, a pre-conference networking event, October

19-20, will bring together people who hope to be, or are currently involved in mission partnership

with the Church in China. Such involvement includes, but is not limited to:

1 . The Amity Foundation - to recognize and encourage those already working with Amity,

have a reunion of former Amity teachers of English, and recruit new teaches.

2. Minority People 's Outreach - to develop partnership with the Yunnan Christian

Council for work among minority groups in Yunnan Province, including the Minority Peoples

Linguistic Center now located in the new Trinity Church of Kunming.

3. Leadership Developmentfor Lay Leaders - The Outreach Foundation has provided

“mini-libraries” for graduates of many of the local, municipal and provincial Bible Schools in an

effort to strengthen the training and resourcing of lay leadership, especially in mral churches.

This China Pre-Conference Network Event will seek to identify and provide a means of

communication, and to coordinate such partnerships that seek to build up and encourage the

Church in China.

Further details can be found in the website <www. zlobalmissionconference 2005. com .
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THE RISE OF CHINA: A THREAT TO THE U.S.A. CR A NEW RESOURCE
FOR THE GREATER COMMON GOOD?

Recent months have seen much coverage in the U.S.news media about the “rise" of the Pecple’s

Republic of China, almost as if this delayed realization has finally dawned on the American

consciousness after four years of concentrated attention on wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. Instead of

the usual cliche of equivocating China with “religious persecution” or “gross violation of human

rights," the media now present the rise of China as an overriding theme. A backward country as if

becoming rich overnight with enough foreign exchange surplus, China is seeking energy resources

wherever these could be acquired in the world including countries in our own hemisphere, despite the

legacy of the Monroe Doctrine. Also the PRC seems ready to buy up some of our long-standing

transnational companies, including an oil one.

From the perspective of the neo-conservatives (who aggressively shape U.S. foreign policy and

its imperial designs of a new Pax Americana in the world, with no hesitation towards “regime change"

to bring them to fruition), the rise of China is seen as a major threat to the unprecedented global power

of the U.S. A. Members of the Congress have been in a frenzy to force China to reevaluate its yuan

(reminbi), advocate new protectionism by imposing tariffs on Chinese imports, and prohibit any sale

of American oil subsidiary in Asia to China’s government-run companies in the name of “national

security.

"

However, more hopeful attitude and posture have been articulated by U.S. diplomat, Robert B.

Zoellick (one-time trade representative during President Bush’s first administration, known and trusted

by the Chinese), who will be heading a delegation to Beijing in early August. Instead of regarding

the rise of China as a threat to U.S. economic and military power in the world, the delegation will try

to effect a new paradigmatic shift for the U.S. A. to see the rising influence of the People’s Republic as

an invaluable resource for the greater common good of planet earth. A poverty stricken China of

more than 1.3 billion people would indeed be a threat not only to the U.S. A., but the entire world.

On the other hand, a rising China will be challenged (as was President George W. Bush by Tony Blair

of the United Kingdom to the U.S. A. during a recent summit) to address some of the pressing

problems such as global warming, nuclear proliferation, the rise of HIV-Aids of epidemic proportion,

the growing issue of world-wide poverty in all of humanity, and the cancellation of debts from

developing countries (though problematic as to real benefit to the poorest of the poor in these places).

Contrary to the Pentagon or the neo-cons perspective of a unipolar world where America is number

one, the delegation would have moved towards a multipolar view of the world where rising nations are

seeking freedom and democracy on their own terms. Failure by the predominant European and N.

American nations to recognize and adjust to the rise of Germany, Japan, and Russia in the last century,

claims Japan scholar Chalmers A. Johnson, had led to both World Wars I and II (“No Longer the

‘Lone’ Superpower” in T)mDispatch.com , 3/15/05).

As horrendous and tragic as the tsunami earthquake and immeasurable tidal force that hit

southern Asia last Christmas, there has nevertheless been a redemptive dimension to that tragic event

of untold magnitude: The entire human family was brought together with nations rallying to provide

humanitarian aid and support to its hundreds of thousands multinational and multicultural victims.

The People’s Republic of China, a hitherto recipient of the world’s generosity, responded to tsunami
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by becoming a major and sustained donor. The U.S.A. has also played its part, especially with two
ex-presidents of opposing political patties becoming the most cordial and friendly (if not odd) couple
to commit their cooperative effort towards fund-raising to alleviate the pain and suffering in our world.
(Both the senior George H. W. and William Jefferson Clinton already have an excellent role model of
perfect ex-presidency in Jimmy Carter, humanitarian and advocate of world peace.) If and when the

Summer Olympics do come about in 2008, Beijing as host will more than likely draw on its millennial

human tradition of nobility and civility, rather than to use the occasion for a display of China’s
economic and military might.

At this year’s Presbyterian Peacemaking Conference at Ghost Ranch, Abiquiu, New Mexico,
General Assembly Moderator Rick Ulford Chase told the 400 participants that the church should take

a more active role in the problems of the world. As well as trying to convince government to do the

right thing, the church, says Moderator Rick, must first and foremost, “be the church.”.. “The trick,”

he adds, is to name the fundamental principles that hold us together as a people and figure out how
we are going to live into those principles.” One of those fundamental principles is that the welfare of

a people is inextricably bound up with the environment in which they are placed. Extending the

words of Jeremiah (29: 7) the prophet into a larger global circle, it is in the welfare of planet earth that

we as Americans will find our own ultimate welfare. - Franklin J. Woo -

China News Update Is an occasional newsletter published by the China Program, East Asla/Paclflc

Office, Worldwide Ministries Division, Presbyterian Church (USA) Compiler: Jean Woo
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Japan: The Church that Didn’t Grow

Population 127.000.000: Christians 2,000,000, or 1.6%

The story of Christianity in Japan is a wake-up, cold shower ol

hard history that needs to be added to the story of Christianity in Asia.

It is an antidote to premature Christian triumphalism, a more subdued

story sandwiched in between two brighter stories of apparent triumph

(Korea and China), to remind us that Christianity is not always a

success story as the world defines success. Time does not permit

adequate treatment here, but let me just say that it does not lead us

to much Christian boasting to learn that there were more professing

Christians in Japan 350 years ago in the early 1600s, than there are

today. Japan’s pubhcly reported Christian percentage of the total

population is less than 2%, compared with about 7 or 8% m Chma, or

as high as 30% or more in South Korea.

*** in the 19th century, while the Chinese empire was crumbling, the

Japanese empire was riding high, ready to conquer the world. In 1894

it had easily defeated massively larger China, A Chinese army came

rolling south into Korea with drums and banners and Mongolian
^
style

Manchurian cavalry straight out of the days of Gengkhis Khan. But its

Chinese officers were still technically being chosen on the basis ot

their ability with the bow and arrow -the mark of a gentleman. lhe

Japanese, on the other hand, silent and efficient, had the most modern

of euns. The great land battle of the Sino-Japanese War was fought

ove^the Korean city of Pyengyang (now the capital of North Korea)

where my father had just established residence as the first permanent

Protestant missionary in the interior outside the official treaty ports.

After the battle, as he walked through the battlefield and counted t e

Chinese bodies laid out for miles, he said he felt he was watching the

end of the Middle Ages -guns against bows and arrows, umbrellas and

obsolete weapons.

Ten years later, in 1905, little Japan defeated another empire,

Russia, in the Russo-Japanese War. And when my father saw his first

2i operation World, 2001 #
p. 370 371
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Russian prisoners in Japanese prisoner-of-war camps, he said he felt

that he was watching the end of the white man’s domination of Asia.

So a victorious imperial Japan, unlike defeated imperial China,

met the incoming wave of 20th century Christian missionaries with an

air of assurance that felt no need to re-examine its own religious

foundations and consider Christianilty as a serious alternative. After

all, it had just soundly defeated one of the greatest Christian empires

in the world, Russia. The result was little progress of Christian

missions in Japan. Another unanticipated result was that only thirty

years later, in the 1930s, having annexed Korea, Japan began a

crusade to conquer the whole of East Asia, beginning with Korea,

China, and next, perhaps, the world.

But to conquer the world, Japan saw that it needed more than an

army; it needed a motivating religious faith. And what better laith than

Japanese Shintoism with its great appeal to nationalist pride and its

syncretistic ties to Japanese Buddhism. So, beginning with Korea

which they absorbed in 1905 after the victory over Russia, Japan

began to force Christians in their empire to adjust to Japanese Shinto

Shrine worship -worship of the emperor as divine. Thus, while some

in China were just beginning to think they might have a Chinese

Constantine, Generalissimo, Chiang Kai-Shek, Japan already had its

emperor-god, Hirohito.

We know now that the Generalissimo never became a

Constantine, and that Hirohito was not divine. Japan lost its crusade,

but Japan is still not Christian. Its people learned to copy western

technology without adopting what was than commonly called the

"western" religion. But it would be far from the truth to describe

Christianity in Japan as a failure. Many factors contributed to the

slowness of its growth -patriotic pride, the state religion, Shmto, and

its amazing economic rise, among others. (The Bible has always

pointed to obsession with riches as a barrier to Christian faith).

*** i see two major differences between Korea and Japan in respect

to the impact of Christianity on those two countries. One was the soU

on which the seed of the gospel was planted. Korea was a shattered

nation. Its traditional religions had failed her. She was ready to listen

to a religion of hope. Japan felt it already had in itself all the hope it
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needed. And the harvest in that difficult soil was not plenteous. But

the Christians it did produce were outstanding--Kagawa, Kitamori,

Uchimura. And it sent out cross-cultural missionaries across the world

in the 20th century farther than its military empire at its widest extent

ever was able to reach.

The second difference, in the 20th century, was a blend of

theological and methodological traits in mission policies that differed

markedly in Japan from those in Korea. Here I will be referring to

Protestant missions, not Catholic. In Japan after World War II, the

theology of the mainline missions gradually became more liberal and

less evangelical than in Korea (if I may use those labels loosely). The

Japan missions had earlier strongly stressed the need for

independence and evangelistic outreach in their emerging churches,

but in pursuit of these worthy goals, the foreign missionaries found

themselves gradually separating from active congregational church life

and concentrating their attention more on issues of education and

social action than on outright evangelism and proclamation. They

became closer to the elite and educated than to the people in the

pews. It strengthened leadership but narrowed growth.
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KOREA: A Success Story, but with Problems.

[Population (South) 47.000.000: Christians 15.000,000 = 32%f
2

It is hard for Protestant Christian observers not to be triumphalist

in describing South Korea. A recent visitor returned not long ago from

that country almost in shock. Methodism, he said, began in England

with John Wesley, but the largest Methodist congregation in the world

is not in England. It is in Seoul, Korea. Presbyterianism began in

Geneva with John Calvin, but the largest Presbyterian congregation in

the world is not in Geneva. It is in Seoul, Korea. Pentecostalism as

a modern movement began in Southern California, but the largest

Pentecostal congregation in the world is not in Southern California.

It is in Seoul, Korea.

We don’t have to go to Korea to sound triumphant about Korean

Christianity. Here in America, mainline Protestantism is secularizing

and declining all around us-Presbyterians have been losing members

at the rate of 40,000 a year for thirty years. But right here in

Princeton, put the point of a draftsman’s compass in the middle of

town, at Mercer and Nassau, and draw a circle with a 70-mile radius

around where you are standing, and you will find 700 Korean-

American churches within that circle. That is nearly 700 new churches

which were not here 40 years ago.

What happened in Korea to produce such an explosion,

spreading now not just in Korea, but around the world? The growth

is obvious. Korean Protestants grew faster than Catholics; and

Presbyterians grew faster than Methodists, Pentecostals and Baptists

combined. When my father went to Korea 115 years ago, just six

years after the first resident Protestant missionary arrived, there were

less than 250 Protestant Christians in all Korea, north and south, and

only two little Protestant congregations; one Presbyterian and two

Methodist. Those 250, north and south, in 1890, grew to nearly

22 Operation World ,
2 0 01. pp • 3 8 6-387.
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12,000,000 Protestants in the south alone today, not counting 2V2

million Catholics, and a half million "marginal sects", like the

Unification Church. (Operation World. ’95)

More significant for the future of Christianity in Asia, those 12

million Protestants have 12,000 missionaries they have sent out

around the world, and most significantly to the secularizing west,

which once so recently sent missionaries to them. Their missionaries,

I might add, are often making the same mistakes we did, but there is

no stopping their enthusiasm for proclaiming Jesus Christ as Saviour

of the World.

But what was it that made them grow? The best answer I know

was given by my father sixty years ago. To an inquiring committee

from America, he simply said, "For the last fifty years we lifted up to

this people the Word of God, and the Holy Spirit did the rest." Too

simple, maybe, but I sincerely believe that if Christians don’t begin

there, they usually don’t begin at all.

However, there are other important reasons why the Korean

church grew.

1. I would mention, first, a non-theological reason. Christian

missions to Korea came in with no imperialist, colonial baggage. It

was an Asian colonialism (Japanese) which Korea resented, not the

west. The American missionaries came as friends, not exploiters.

2. A second non-theological reason is that the Protestants came

at a time when Korea’s religious and cultural heritage was crumbling.

A 500-year-old Korean dynasty was tottering to its end. Confucianism,

Buddhism and Shamanism had all failed them when the country was

conquered by Japan. The apparent failure of their old traditions

opened the way for them to look for hope to the new, enthusiastic faith

brought by their friends, the missionaries.

3. But just as important, and probably even more immediately

effective, was a third reason: the wise mission policy of those early

missionaries. It is called the Nevius Method, named for an 1850

graduate of Princeton Theological Seminary, John Nevius, who went

to China and reacted against the old methods of mission work there.
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We missionaries, he said, kept control of the Chinese church in

missionary hands too long. His advice was, "Trust the Holy Spirit, and

trust the converts the Spirit gives you. Let them evangelize their own
country and build up a Chinese church".

His policy was not adopted by the Presbyterian missions in

China, but in 1890 when Nevius brought the same message to a little

band of pioneer missionaries in Korea, they listened, and it became a

catalytic turning point in the subsequent history of Korean Christianity.

The Presbyterian mission adopted the "Nevius Method" as its official

policy. It is no coincidence that although Catholic missions began a

hundred years earlier, and Methodists at the same time as the

Presbyterians, there are now twice as many Korean Presbyterians as

Catholics, and five times as many Presbyterians as Methodists.

The Nevius Method is known today as the "Three-Self

Method" .

23
The first "self" is self-government , that is, turn over the

church to Korean control as soon as there is a Korean ordained

ministry and eldership to lead it. That was done in 1907, the year the

first class graduated from the first Korean seminary. The second "self'

was self-support . That was done even earlier, in the 1890s. The

mission decided not to pay the salaries of Korean pastors or build

Korean churches with foreign money. Instead, in faith, they entrusted

the full responsibilities of Christian stewardship to their converts.

Koreans have been "tithers" ever since. The third "self" is self-

propagation , that is lay evangelism. But that deserves to be another

point by itself. I call it "the Korean Initiative.

4. So the fourth reason is the Korean initiative . Evangelism was

emphasized as the responsibility of all Christians, not just Korean

pastors and foreign missionaries. And oh how enthusiasticaly

Koreans can evangelize. Korean Protestantism began not with foreign

missionaries in Korea, but with a Korean lay evangelist, Suh Sang-

Yoon , even before the first missionaries arrived. He was converted in

Manchuria by Scottish missionaries in 1876. He came back to Korea

in 1883 and formed a little Christian community in his home village a

23 The Nevius Method also has roots in the "three-self" mission
strategies advocated by Henry Venn in England and Rufus Anderson in

America

.
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whole year before the first American missionaries landed— Horace

Allen, a Presbyterian doctor (1884), Horace Underwood a Presbyterian

minister, and Henry G. Appenzeller, a Methodist minister (1884. But

the Korean layman, Suh Sang-Yun, was first. As one missionary

remarked in admiration years ago, "the Korean Christians have always

been one step ahead of the missionaries".

5. A fifth reason for growth was prayer . A distinctive feature of

Korean church life is the day-break prayer meeting. It takes spiritual

discipline to get up at 4 or 5 in the morning for spiritual exercise, not

physical exercise. One Presbyterian church in Seoul has four day-

break prayer meetings for its congregation: at 4, 5, 6 and 7 every

weekday morning. The 6 and 7 o’clock meetings each draw an

attendance of 5,000 people. I’m not surprised that his Presbyterian

congregtion has 70,000 members-that’s three times the size of our

whole New Brunswick presbytery.

6. A sixth reason was Bible Study . The early missionaries

translated the Bible into common, vernacular Korean using the Korean

alphabet so that everyone could read it. They didn’t use the difficult

Chinese characters which were taught only to sons of the elite by

Confucian scholars. One of the requirements quickly established for

full communicant membership in the church in those pioneer days was

learning to read. "How can you be a Christian if you can’t read the

Bible?", they said. That may explain why Korea today has a higher

rate of literacy than the United States.

*** 7. And seventh, revival . The Presbyterian church in Korea was

organized in the midst of a spiritual revival, explosive and spectacular,

that swept through the peninsula from 1903 to 1907. It touched off

massive ingatherings of church growth. It permanently stamped the

church’s character with a revivalistic fervor that has been compared

with the revivals of John Wesley. Though the principal benefactors of

the revival were the Presbyterians, it was ecumenical. The Koreans

said to the missionaries, "Some of you go back to John Calvin, and

some of you to John Wesley, but we can go back no further than 1907

when we first really knew the Lord Jesus Christ". ***

24 Moffett, Christians of Korea ,
53 f.
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8 . An eighth reason for growth was Korean Christianity’s refusal

to polarize evangelism and social action . It practiced both, because

to Korean Christians both were gospel, good news. The early

missionaries were anything but spiritually other-worldly. The first

missionary, Dr. Allen, opened Korea’s first modern hospital and then

moved from the mission into diplomacy to become an early American

Minister (ambassador). The pioneers gave Korea its first schools for

women, its first schools for the blind. Underwood imported kerosene

and agricultural implements, and naturally, a little later, his brother’s

new product, the Underwood typewriter. Moffett opened a timber

concession on the Yalu River, managed by Christian Koreans. Foreign

traders objected. That wasn’t missionary business, they said; it was

infringing on the trader’s profits. The missionaries replied, "We are not

doing it for ourselves; we are teaching our converts modern

techniques and business methods so they will be able to compete on

a more equal footing with Western traders as the West sweeps in on

them". "Besides", they said, "no national problem or concern is out of

bounds for Christian care and concern." Korea’s Christians were

taught both commandments: "Love God, and love your neighbor". It is

no coincidence that the Republic of Korea’s first president after

independence from Japan was a Christian, a Methodist; and of the last

two retired presidents, one is a Presbyterian elder, and the other a

Roman Catholic, with a Methodist wife.

But I must not let myself be carried away with beating the

success drums for Korean church growth. It speaks for itself. There

is one reason for church growth that I we do not boast about. It is

rhnrrh schism . One of the least pleasant facts of Korean church

history is that one way the Korean church grows is by splitting. Where

else in the world will you find a Jesus Presbyterian Church and a

Christ Presbyterian Church and Jesus isn’t speaking to Christ. But by

the grace of God, when a Korean Presbyterian church splits, in ten

years each half seems to grow to be as large as the whole was before

the split.
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Let me close with Seven Lessons we can learn from the

history of the church in Asia, beginning with this thesis: the future of

rhrktianity in the 21st century will be largely shaped by the rise of the

third world churches. But...

1. Christians will lose if they depend too long on political power,

whether national or foreign.

2. They will lose if they fail to be identified with, and appreciate,

their own national cultural heritage; and also if they fail to bear a

counter-cultural witness within that heritage.

3. They will lose if their enthusiasm for evangelism wanes and

they do not share the Good News of Jesus Christ.

4. They will lose if they do not validate their spiritual message

with social compassion and integrity.

5. They will lose if they fail to produce educated leadership for

the nation and the church.

6. They will also lose, however, if they concentrate on social

programs to the neglect of the personal and corporate disciplines and

responsibilities of the Christian life within the congregation.

7. And finally, Christians will lose everything ifthey abandon then-

theological center: One God, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit; and one

Saviour, Jesus Christ; and one definitive, inspired rule of faith and

practice, the Scriptures.

in

And the challenge to a mission for the whole world remains:

Confucius was born in Asia, and there are more Confucianists

Asia than anywhere else in the world.

Buddha was born in Asia, and there are more Buddhists in Asia

than anywhere else in the world.

Hinduism was born in Asia and there are more Hindus in Asia

than anywhere else in the world.

Muhammad was born in Asia, and there are more Muslims in

Asia than anywhere else in the world.

Jesus Christ was born in Asia, but there are fewer Christians in

Asia, in proportion to population, than on any other continent in the «*
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wodd.

[ALTERNATE]

I. INDIA . Let me begin with India.
25

(Population 1,000,000,000; Christians 31,000,000 or 2.7%)

Panikkar the pessimist was Indian. Has Christianity failed in

India? And if not, how can he say it has failed in Asia?

Well, anyone who has visited India will not be surprised that it

was an Indian who wrote "Christianity has failed in Asja". There are

parts of India so completely unreached and unredeemed by the light

of the gospel as to discourage even the bravest Christian missionary.

When Eileen and I first saw parts of Calcutta back in the 1970s, Eileen

said she never wanted to go to Calcutta again, at least not as a tourist,

the only thing that could take here there, she said, would be to go as

a missionary.

Less than 3 people out of a hundred in India are Christians. That

in spite of the fact that Christianity has been in India for nearly -000

years. After 200 years of Syrian missions, and 500 years of Roman

Catholic missions, and 300 years of Protestant missions by no stretch

of the imagination is India anywhere near Christian. It has resisted not

only Christianity. It has also confronted and repelled two other great

waves of missionary expansion: Buddhist and Muslin, Mjj-Hm*.

(80% Hindu, compared to 12% Muslim, and only 2.7% Christian.

It is also one of the poorest of the world’s large countries. Per

person income (GNP) in India is $340, $340 for a whole year. By

contrast, per capita income in Asia’s richest large country, Japan, is

PP.

25 Adapted upward from official census by oparaH on Word, 20 01 ,

311-312 (note the *)

.
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$39,000 a year.
26 And poor India, already divided by independence

into 3 countries (India, Pakistan, Bangladesh) is further split apart

internally by 3000 or more castes, and 15 or 16 major languages, and

violently separated into its two great warring religions, Hinduism and

Islam. Christianity is such a small slice of India that it hardly seems

to count.

But has Christianity really failed in India? Look at it another way.

India has the third largest community of Christians in all of Asia. 31

million Christians is no small number, even in Asia. Only China and

the Philippines are home to more Christians than that (the Philippines

50 m., and China, as we shall see, between 45 and 65 million)

Perhaps even more important than how many Christians India now

has, 31 million, is that India’s Christians have founded some of the

most active missionary societies in the world. Technically, they might

be called "home" missionary societies, not "foreign missions", but in

India to cross one of its language or caste barriers for evangelistic

outreach is as "foreign" a mission as for an American to have to learn

Swahili to evangelize in Africa. India has some 6,000 thousand of

these Indian cross-cultural home missionaries. And nowhere in the

world but in India have so many hundreds of thousands of despised

outcasts (hariians , dalits) poured into the freedom and new life that

the good news Jesus Christ offers to all who will come to him in

earnest and in truth.

In terms of growth, in 1920 there were only 5 million Christians

in India, today, as I said, there are 31 million. That is a 6-fold

increase. In that same period of 70 or more years, Hindus increased

only 3-fold. Christians are growing twice as fast as Hindus, even

though a fanatical type of Hindu nationalism threatens them with more

severe persecution and harassment every year. That is not failure!

I wish I could tell you about some of the heroes and heroines of

the India story. I would want to tell you about Pandita Ramabai, the

great Indian Christian pioneer for women’s rights. Without a Pandita

Ramabai there would never have been an Indira Gandhi, India’s first

woman Prime Minister. And I would mention, of course, Sadhu

26 Asia 1998 , (Hong Kong, Far Eastern Economic Review) , 12 f.
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Sundar Singh, India’s yellow-robed, barefoot holy man who wandered

through India and over the high passes taking the good news into

Tibet where he finally disappeared, but not before had written the

memorable words"

"To follow Christ and bear His cross is so sweet and precious,

that if I find no cross to bear in heaven, I shall plead before Him
27

in heaven to send me as a missionary if need be to hell..."

But time is short, so let me try to put it all in terms of one man’s

life story. In 1920 Azariah of Dornakal went to London to attend the

decennial Lambeth Conference of Anglican bishops from all over the

world. He was the only Indian. His grandfather was a grain merchant

of the Nadar caste, a lower caste which in Indian society meant that

he was not respectable enough to worship in a Hindu temple. But

Azariah’s father converted to Jesus Christ. As a boy Azariah lived in

a village so rural that he studied from texts written on palmyra leaves,

and scratched his arithmetic lessons in the sand. He never graduated

from college. Yet quite unexpectedly, out of the blue as it were

(Cambridge light blue) Cambridge University chose to pay him the

high dignity off an honorary doctorate. A Cambridge doctorate of

letters (LL.D) for an Indian. It was an extraordinary gesture, but

Azariah was no ordinary man. And his wife, Anbu Mariammal Samuel,

was an extraordinary woman, one of the earliest and one of the very

few Indian women of that time to graduate with a college degree.

Azariah became probably the best known evangelist in Asia. His

motto was "Every Christian a Witness". Someone once asked him, "If

you were in a village where they had never heard of Christ what would

you preach about?" I wonder how I would have answered that

question. Azariah immediately answered, "The resurrection". Some

began to call him an "apostle of evangelism." The great Gandhi, who

admired Christians but never became one, because to him all religions

are equal-Krishna, Christ, Mohammed, Buddha all great prophets, so

why worship only Christ?—Gandhi chided Azariah, "Don’tbe so narrow,

no fundamentalist". And Azariah wrote him,

"My Dear Mahatinajee: When you ask the missionaries to do only

27 Sadhu Sundar Singh, The Christian Witness of Sadhu Sundar

Singh , (Madras: C.L.S, 1989), frontispiece.
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social service and not to speak of Jesus as the Saviour, you are

expecting the railway train to run without the engine".

(Doraisawmy, Christianity in India . 1986, p. 28)

There was actually nothing narrow about Azariah’s evangelism

at all. It was broad, and it was liberating. He became the first Indian

bishop of the Anglican church, bishop of Dornakal (1912), and his

challenge to the Indian church to open up its doors to the outcasts

(the "unclean", the dalits) made his territory, Dornakal, one of the great

centers of the 20th century mass movement of India’s poor and

despised people groups into the Christian church. It is said that 80%
of India’s Protestants today originally came from the outcasts and

lower castes and tribes; and 50% of the Roman Catholics.

Bishop Azariah was one of the founders of a great church union,

the Church of South India is the largest Protestant church in India,

with 1,800,000 members, uniting Anglicans, Presbyterians,

Congregationalists and some Methodists in one body. Altogether

there are 31 Christians in India, almost twice as many as in South

Korea. India’s Protestant now outnumber Roman Catholics, but India

proudly claims that neither Protestants nor Catholics can claim to have

reached their country first with the gospel. Their pioneer is not St.

Peter, nor Martin Luther, but the Apostle Thomas who probably sailed

to India from Egypt only 20 years after Jesus died on the Cross in

Jerusalem.

Christianity a failure in India? Not by any means. Dr.

Rajendra Prasad, the first president of independent India (1952-1962),

and himself a Hindu, went out of his way in one of his early speeches

to make honorable mention of Christianity in India". He said,

"Remember, St. Thomas came to India when many of the

countries of Europe had not yet become Christian, and so those

Indians who trace their Christianity to him have a longer history

and a higher ancestry than Christians of many European

countries. And it is really a matter of pride to us that it so

happened."
28

28 Dr. Prasad, quoted by S .G. Pothan, Syrian Christians of

Kerala .
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When Mother Theresa died there a few months ago--while Europe
and America were hyping Princess Diana into ersatz sainthood-India,

which sometimes recognizes a real saint when it sees one, gave that

stubborn, loving, perky and wholly self-sacrificing little Albanian nun
a national funeral. No, Christianity has not failed in India. But the

challenge remains:

Confucius was born in Asia, and there are more Confucianists in

Asia than anywhere else in the world.

Buddha was born in Asia, and there are more Buddhists in Asia

than anywhere else in the world.

Hinduism was born in Asia and there are more Hindus in Asia

than anywhere else in the world.

Muhammad was born in Asia, and there are more Muslims in

Asia than anywhere else in the world.

Jesus Christ was born in Asia, but there are fewer Christians in

Asia, in proportion to population, than on any other continent in the

world.

And a final footnote on statistics:

Any attempt to describe the failure of Christianity--or any

other religion for that matter—in any given period, as success or failure

cannot avoid statistics. Whether that will be the final arbiter of a

conclusion, can be debated, but the numbers in growth or decline are

the most measurable indicators of its position of influence any culture,

in any century. Without numbers in history is like drawing lines in the

sand. (A good analysis of the pro and con in cliometrics (history by

numbers) is in Ernst Breisach, Historiography . (Chicago: Chicago

U.,1983), pp. 337-341.
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Asiafail.#2 (S. Moffett)

HAS CHRISTIANITYFAILED IN ASIA
(Statistics, 2000)

Christianity by Continents:

LATINAMERICA 92% Xn. 481 m Xns. 519 m. pop.

NORTH AMERICA 84% " 261 m. " 312 m. "

EUROPE & RUSSIA 77% " 560 m. " 729 m. "

AFRICA 44% " 46%. " 330 m. " 785 m. "

ASIA (+ W.ASIA) 8% " 312 m. " 3513 m. "

Christianity by Country:

KOREA 27.0% 18 m. Xns 45 m. pop

CHINA 6.5% 50 m. It 1214 m. "

INDIA 2.7% 31 m. It 950 m. "

JAPAN 1.6% 1 M. It 126 M. "
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eye more than through any ot|ier sense transmissj on process. ^ ^

^ More* tha'nTa^l f of the*world's people suffer from injustv

-H
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Most of the world's people are sj^ck and in pai n. Healing is a

Christian mission. When Zaire received its independence in 1960 there

was not a single doctor in the whole country. (J.H. Kane, Understanding

Christian Mission , rev. p. 312). Yet when Jesus first sent out his

disciples in' mission, he told them, "preach the kingdom of God and.. heal

the sick." (Lk. 9:2).

Half of all the world's people cannot re ad^ Literacy ar.d

Bible translation
0^ Christian missions. The mind learns through the

6c i< »**>jw ^
people s uffer from injustice an d

oppression. The never-ending struggle for human rights, both incividual

and collective, is a Christian mission. "The Lord., executes justice

for the oppressed; [He] sets the prisoner free [and] lifts up those who

are bowed down", says the Psalmist (Ps. 146).

The whole world today, they tell us, teeters^cn_the_b^

instant total and unprecedented physical destruction. The making of

peace in a warring world is a Christian mission. "Blessed are the

peacemakers, for they shall be called the children of^God", said Jesus

(Matt. 5:9). -fc 'Tq^X-^ ^
If all this is not enough mission

CftKlS&tens-the struggle against human hunger, ignorance, suffering,

poverty, injustice and war~what more can I say? Well, there is one

thing I muTT^y. You can do all this in mission, and still fail in the

Christian mission. You can do all this, and leave the deepest need of

the human heart unmet. Two-thirds of the world's people, after two

thousand years, still do not know and believe the good news -that Jesus

Christ is
shall it profit them," said Jesus

"if they gain the whole world and lose [their] own soul [s]. " (Mt.

1

6 : 26 )

Put very simply, the Christian world mission in this 20th

century is to break through any barrier that separates any part of the

world from Jesus Christ to tell the good news about Him in .every

^

possible way, to anyone who will listen. As Jesus used to say, He that

hath ears to hear, let him hear".

• Charles W. Bryan, Foreign Mission

Board senior vice president for

overseas operations: "World popula-

tion, standing at above 4.5 billion,

has more lost people than lived on
/earth in the year 1900. If this trend

continues, the increase to the year

2000 will exceed the population

living on earth as recently as 1980."
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asiastat . 00

ASIA STATISTICS
(adapted from World Christian Encyclopedia, 2001)

1900 2000

3 ,696,958 , 087

312 , 849,400
110,480, 000
209,428, 700
14,113,500 (

832.878. 900
805. 119. 900
608,594 , 400
383.407. 700
354.354.700
312,849,400 (

128,295,500

ASIA Population 956, 196,000 (100%)

Asia Christians 21, 897, 500 (2.3%)

[ Roman Cath. 11,162, 800 (1.2%)

Protestant2 4, 531,500 (0.5%)

Orthodox 6, 864,200 (0.7%)

Non-Christian Asia
Muslim 156,139,600 (16.3%)

Hindu 202, 546,700 (21.2%)

Non-rel

.

47, 000 ( 0%)

China folk. 379 , 914 ,700 (39 . 7%)

Buddhist 126, 618,500 (13.2%)

[Christian 21,897,500 ( 2.3%)

Anim/Shaman 50, 564, 000 ( 5.3%)

WORLD POPULATION

********************
1900

1,619,626,000 (100)

WORLD RELIGIONS
Christians 558,132, 000 (34.5%)

Muslims 199, 940, 900 (12.3%)

Hindus 203 , 003 , 440 (12 . 5%)

Non-Relig

.

China Folk Relig
Buddhist
New Religionist
Animi st /Shaman
Sikhs
Jews

3 , 023,600 ( 0

.

380,006,000 (23

127,176,800 ( 7

5.910.000 ( 0

117,558,400 ( 7

2.962.000 ( 0

2 %)

.5%)
. 8 %)

. 0 %)

. 3%)
. 0 %)

. 8 %)12,292,000 ( 0

Non-Christians 1,061,494,000 (65.5%)

2000
6,055,049,000

2.100.563.800
1.188.242.800

811,336,300
768.159. 000
384,806,700
359, 981, 800
102 . 356 . 000
228,366, 500
23. 258. 000
14 .434 . 000

4,055,485,000

( 100 %)

(8 . 5 %)
1

(3.0%)
( 21 . 8 %)

0.4%)

( 22 . 5 %)

( 21 . 8 %)

(16.5%)
(10.4%)
( 9.6%)
8.5%)]
(

3

. 5 %

)

3

(33.0%)
(19 . 6%)
(13.4%)
(12.7%)
( 6.4%)
( 5.9%)
( 1 . 0 %) .

( 3.4%)
( 0 . 0 %)

( 0 . 2 %)

(67 . 0%)

1 This figure includes Marginals, and double memberships.

2 Protestant figures include Independents and Anglicans.

3 World Christian Encyclopedia, v.l, p. 13.
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Continents by percentage of Christians

:

1900 2000 Chanoe + /

Latin America 92.5% Latin America 92 . 7% + 0.2%
North America 96.6% North America 84 . 5% - 11 . 1%
Oceania 77 . 5% Oceania 82 . 6% + 5 . 1%
Europe 94 . 5% Europe 76.5% - 18 . 0%
Africa 9.2% Africa 45 . 6% + 36.4%
Asia 2 . 3 % Asia 8 . 5 % + 6 . 2 %

*************-***************************************************

Asian Countries with largest Christian community:

1 . China 89m (

2 . Philippinews 68m
3 . India 62m
4 . Indonesia 27m
5 . Korea South 19m

6 . Vietnam 6 . 6m
7 . Japan 4 .5m
8 . Papua New Guinea. 4 . 4m
9 . Pakistan 3 . 8m
10 . Burma (Myanmar) 3 .7m

11

.

Armenia 3m
12 . Georgia 3m
13 . Kazakhstan 2 . 7m
14 . Syria 1 . 7m
15 . Lebanon 1 . 6m
16 . Taiwan 1 . 4m
17 . Thailand 1 . 3m
18 . Malaysia 1.2m
19 . Bangladesh 0 . 9m
20 . Saudi Arabia 0 . 8m
21 . Iraq 0 . 7m
22 . Nepal 0 . 6m
23 . Singapore 0 . 4m

k-k-k-k-k-k-k'k'k-k'k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-kic-kic-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-kic-k-k-k-k-k-kifie-k-k-kic-k-k-k-kie-k-kic

Asian Countries with highest percentage of Christians in pop.

1

.

Papua New Guinea 95.1% 7

.

Kazakhstan 16.7%
2 . Timor, Eastern 92 . 1% 8

.

Indonesia 13 . 1%
3 . Philippines 89 . 7% 9

.

Kuwait 12 . 7%
4 . Armenia 84 . 0% 10. Singapore 12 . 3%
5 . Georgia 66.6% 11. United Arab Em. 11 . 1%
6 . Korea, South 40 . 8% 12. Kyrgistan; Quatar;

Bahrein 10 .4

13

.

Burma (Myanmar) 8 .

3
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T.ARGF.ST PROTESTANT DENOMINATIONS IN THE THIRD WORLD t 2000 A._D

.

adherents ^PQ]

1. China House Church Movement

2 . Assemblies of God, Brazil

3. Anglican Church, Nigeria (CMS)

4. 3 Self Church, China

5. Church of Christ, Zaire (Federation)

6. Kimbanguist Church, Zaire

7. Anglican Church, Uganda (CMS)

8. Zion Christian Church, S. Africa

9. Kale Hewet (Wd of Life), Ethiopia

10 . Universal Reign of Life Church, Brazi

11. Congregation of Christ, Brazil

12. Church of South India

13. Reformed Church Fed. Council, S. Africa

14. God Is Love Church, Brazil

15. Reformed Church, Indonesia
.

16. Evangelical Church of W. Africa, Nigeria

17. Batak Church, Lutheran, Indonesia

18. Methodist Church, S. Africa

19. Church of Jesus Christ, Madagascar

20. Baptist Convention, Nigeria

21 Pentecostal Church of Christ, Indonesia

22. Anglican Church, S. Africa

23. Philippine Independent Church (Aglipay)

24. Anglican Church, Tanzania

25. Lutheran Church, Tanzania

26. Presbyterian Church Korea (Hapdong)

27. Presbyterian Church Korea (Tonghap, WCC)

28. Jesus Assemby of God, Korea

29. Independent Catholic Church, Philippines

30. Pentecostals of Brazil in Christ

31. Burma (Myanmar ) Baptist Convention

32. Manalista Church of Christ, Philippines

33. Baptist Churches of NE India

34. Methodist Church, Nigeria
35. Evangelical Lutheran Churches, India

36. Brazil Baptist Convention
37. Methodist Church, Korea

38. United Church of North India

35.000.

000 s (I) 7.1%
22.000.

000 (P) 91.4%
17,500,000 (A) 45.9%
15,000,000 (U) 7.1%
9,200,000

(

U) 95.4%
7,500,000 (I) 95.4%
7,400,000 (A) 88.7%
7,000,000 (P) 83.1%
4,600,000 (I) 57.7%
4,000,000 (P) 91.4%
3,000,000 (P) 91.4%
3,000,000 (A) 6.2%
2,800,000 (R) 83.1%
2,700,000 (A) 91.4%
2,700,000 (R) 13.1%
2,500, 000 (I) 45.9%
2,500,000 (L) 13.1%
2,500,000 (M) 83.1%
2,500, 000 (U) 49.5%
2,500,000 (B) 45.9%
2,500,000 (P) 13.1%
2,400,000 (A) 83.1%
2,400,000 (I) 89.7%
2,300, 000 (A) 50.4%
2,200,000 (L) 50.4%
2,100,000 (R) 40%
2,050,000 (R) 40%
2,000,000 (P) 40%
2,000,000 (I) 89.7%
2,000,000 (P) 91.4%
1,750,000 (B) 8.3%
1,750,000 (I) 89.7%

1, 600,000 (B) 6.2%
1,500,000 (M) 45.9%
1,500,000 (L) 6.2%
1,400,000 (B) 91.4%
1,300,000 (M) 40%
1,300, 000 (U) 6.2%

[Cf. German Evangelical, 29m; Ch. of Eng., 24.5m;

21.5m; Methodist USA 11m]

- Source: D. Barrett, World Christ ! PncT/r’l nnpd 1 r

S .Bapt .USA,

, 2000 vol .

1

4 country's percentage of Christians in population.

5 Number adjusted to lower scale of suggested estimates



lhat they hang on to their Saviour in what is possibly the most difficult country to be a

Christian.

3
1 he majority have never heard the name of Jesus. I lie knowledge of Cod has

been obliterated for most by an Orwellian nightmare of repression, demands lor total

conformity, and isolation from the outside world. Pray that the God-shaped hole may be

filled within the long-suffering Korean people. The turning to God could be dramatic when

the state collapses.

y® As many as 3 million died of starvation from 1994 2000, yet the government

*^1 stockpiles rations for the military and refuses assistance on any but the strictest of terms,

floods caused by deforestation continue to devastate crops and reports of cannibalism are

leaking out of the country. Some Christian agencies have been able to offer aid, but never with

permission to share the gospel. Pray for aid to reach the needy population, and for wisdom

on the part of foreign governments and NGOs in handling this tragic and delicate situation.

^ Present means of witness are limited:

a) Radio. Many South Korean Christian broadcasts as well as those of TWR-Guam and

FEBC-South Korea (19 programmes) reach far into North Korea, but most radios are pre-

tuned to government stations, and few' can hear these gospel broadcasts

b) Korean Christians from China and elsewhere who are able to visit and gain opportu-

nities to witness. Korea is open to Chinese businessmen, and their easy access to the

country could be strategic for the gospel.

c) South Korean Christians who have prayed and prepared for years for the time when

the land opens for the gospel. Pray that this may soon happen.

d) A xroup of foreign NGOs has received permission to establish an independent church

in an area where they run agricultural training programmes.

6 Over 100,000 North Koreans have fled to China in the last three years. There

are about 200,000 ethnic Korean Christians living in Chinese provinces which share a

border with Korea. Many try to shelter the escapees and share the gospel with them in hid-

den "Bethlehem Centres" but Chinese are punished severely if caught harbouring escapees,

and any Koreans who are sent back face almost certain death. Despite this, converted

Korean escapees often return to be a witness to Jesus at extreme risk to their own lives. Pray

that the Lord might protect both the sheltering hosts and the escapees from harm, and use

them to reap a great harvest among these disillusioned and desperate people.

Korea, South
Republic of Korea

w

—1

JULY 19-20
ASIA

Population Ann.Gr. Density

PILM GEOGRAPHY
FrrrVi5 Area 99,067 sq.km. Southern half of

Korean peninsula. Forested mountain ranges; 22%
arable.

2000 46,843,989 +0.83% 473 per sq.km.

2010 49,975,564 +0.58% 504 per sq.km.

2025 52,532,789 +0.25% 530 per sq.km.

Capital Seoul 10,400,000. Other major cities:

Pusan 3.9 mill.; Inchon 2.9m; Taegu 2.65m; Tae-

jon 1.48m; Kwangju 1.38m; Ulsan 1.15m.

Urbanites 85%.

rwi PEOPLES

f Til One of the world's most homogeneous

nations.

Korean 99.8%. An ancient and cultured nation

Other 0.2%. Chinese 100,000; US Military. Illegal

migrant workers may be 250,000.

Literacy 100%, Official language Korean.

ECONOMY
1^129 Few natural resources. Rapid industrial-

ization since 1953 has transformed the poor,

devastated nation into the 1 1* largest economy in

the world. A wide range of sophisticated, export-

oriented industries. The Asian financial crisis of

1997-99 exposed the weaknesses in the banking

KORFA SOUTH • IUI Y 19-20 386
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system and the chaebol conglomerate companies.

Some restructuring and improvements were

made, but these may prove inadequate in the

long-term. HDI 0.852; 30'/174 Public debt 8% of

GNP. Income/person $10,550 (34% of USA).

rn politics

P

—

i A 2,000-year history of frequent inva-

sions and interference from surrounding nations.

The Japanese occupation (1910-1945), the Russ-

ian-engineered division of Korea (1945-48) and

the devastating Korean War (1950-53) have

moulded the attitudes and politics of Koreans.

Strong military-civilian governments held power

from 1950 until 1988, when public unrest led to

constitutional change and a more open multi-

party democracy. The first civilian president in 32

years was elected in 1 992. Economic disasters and

political shenanigans in North Korea make some

form of reunification inevitable.

RELIGION
There is complete religious freedom.

The distinction between religious beliefs and unbe-

lief is imprecise, so there are widely varying

published figures.

Religions Population % Adherents Ann.Gr.

non-Religious 35.02 16,404,765 +0.4%

Christian 31.67 14,835,500 +1.9%

Buddhist 23.89 11,191,029 +1.0%

Indigenous religions 8.00 3,747,519 -1.5%

Other 0.80 374,752 +1.1%

Chinese 0.47 220,167 +0.8%

Baha'i 0.08 37,475 +3.6%

Muslim 0.07 32,791 +4.0%

Christians Denom. Affil.% ,000 Ann.Gr.

Protestant 151 36.19 16,954 +43%
Independent 18 1.15 539 +3.8%

Anglican 1 0.16 75 +4.6%

Catholic 1 8.12 3,805 +2.1%

Marginal 59 3.75 1,757 +1.0%

Doubly affiliated -17.70 -8,291 nxL

The large number of doubly affiliated is due to wide-

spread dual membership, denominational divisions and

unrecorded transferral of membership, especially within

Protestant and Independent bodies.

Churches MeqaBloc Cong. Members Affiliates

Catholic C 980 2,125,665 3,804,940

Presby.- HapDong P 6,494 918,306 2,295,766

Presby.- TongHap P 6,270 1.103,983 2,207,966

Korean Methodist [4]

Korea Assembly of God

4,752

1,178

656,486 1,365,490

513,953 1,130,696

Pres - HapDong BoSu (4) P 3,172 630,000 1,097,000

Korean Baptist Conv P 2,245 270,000 650,000

Presb.- HapDong |eongTong P 1,695 183,482 610,818

jesus Korean Holiness P 953 193,373 505,946

Korea Evangelical (0 P 2,041 400,000 501,793

Presby.- KoShin P 1,416 176,832 - 442,080

Unification (Moonies) M ' 407 132,132 440,000

Presby.- Yejang P 425 185,000, 345,325

Presby.- Kijang P 1,448 141,750 321,773

|esus Assemb of God 1 270 120,836 302,090

Seventh-day Adventist P 628 147,080 190,000

Presby.- Ye|ang Hap Bo P 293 109,700 187,500

Presby.- HoHun [3] P 976 145,000 18.,000

Jehovah's Witnesses M 1,502 87,179 130,000

Latter-day Saints (Morm) M 150 47,170 75,000

Episcopal A 88 15,000 75,000

|esus Korean Meth. P 330 26,224 75,000

Gospel Baptist Conv P 155 37,500 75,000

Full Gosp Inti Gen Mtg P 95 30,000 75,000

Ch of the Nazarene P 210 40,000 55,000

Ch of God (Clev) P 117 20,601 36,000

Korea Evangelical 00 1 35 4,505 10,000

Other denoms (196] 17,496 2,896,000 5,429,000

Doubly affiliated 4,000,000 -8,291,000

Total Christians (231] 55,822 7.359m 14.839m

Trans-bloc Groupings pop.% ,000 Ann.Gr.

Evangelical 15.5 7,269 +3.9%

Charismatic 3.4 1,596 -1.3%

Pentecostal 3.7 1,742 +0.2%

Missionaries from South Korea

P,I,A an esfd T2]000 in 1 66 agencies of which an

est'd 10,646 are serving in 156 other countries,

japan 546, Philippines 528, Russia 316.

Note: The KWMC estimated 8,206 missionaries in 2000,

but many Korean missionaries serve in missions not part

of that survey. There are also many Korean missionaries

sent by denominational agencies but serving with inter-

national agencies, resulting in duplication.

Missionaries to South Korea

P,I,A 411 in 46 agencies from 12 countries: USA

373. C 900.

• Answers to Prayer j.U. - iui
4 it. - fMji) l-

1
Praise God for the unique Korean Church. It was founded on sound indigenous

principles, blessed with a succession of revivals, refined by persecution and is now one

of the foremost in the world for missions vision. Its presence is highly visible; every level

of society has been impacted and growth has been remarkable. Korea could become the first

majority l’rotestant/evangelical country in Asia

T»+*l 7 . S vn

.
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Passionate Korean praying and commitment lias made possible these superlatives:

a) The fust Protestant church was planted in 1HH4 By 19K4 there were over 30,000

churches, and by 2000 over 60,000.

h) Of the 1 1 largest mega-congregations in the world, 10 are in the one city of Seoul. Here

also are the largest Pentecostal, Presbyterian and Methodist congregations in the world

and the second-largest Baptist.

c) The world's largest theological colleges, Christian baptismal services since Pentecost,

and some of the largest evangelistic and Christian gatherings in history

3
Korean missionary numbers have rapidly increased. The goal of 10,000 mission-

aries serving in other lands by 2000 was almost achieved. Korea has now 10,646 — the

second-highest number of serving missionaries and only exceeded by the USA.

• Challenges for Prayer

I
The Asian recession of 1997 with its reverberations in politics, industry, the econ-

omy and the churches was a severe shock. Materialism and pride were punctured, and

though there has been some recovery, the needed restructuring and democratic checks and

balances have not gone far enough. Pray that the country's political, industrial and religious

leaders may face up to the need, and courageously tackle the changes needed. During the cri-

sis many churches humbled themselves before God in repentance and revived earnestness.

2 The looming crisis of possible economic and political disaster in North Korea

will have an enormous impact on the South. Pray that political and Christian leaders may

be ready for it and make wise decisions that will be best for the healing of all Korea.

3
The Korean Church grew strong through early morning prayer meetings, prayer

mountains for seeking God, church-based Bible study, evangelism programmes, fel-

lowship in home meetings and at Sunday meals. Pray that this heritage may not be lost, and

that revival might be rekindled.

4 The Korean Church has major spiritual challenges to both admit and address

if its credibility before the world and effectiveness in ministry is to be restored:

I a) Spiritual pride. There has long been a widespread belief that success and prosperity are

|

an indication of God's blessing There is often a pride in statistical growth, impressive

organization and buildings, with exaggerated claims made. It is a temptation for lead-

ers to seek success, wealth and degrees more than lifting up the Cross.

b) Division. Nearly every denomination has suffered major schisms. There was one Pres-

byterian denomination at the end of the Japanese occupation, but there are now nearly

100. Strong denominationalism, domineering leadership patterns and personality

clashes have been at the root of this and accentuated doctrinal, ecumenical and regional

disagreements. Some are actively working to remedy this. Pray for humility, reconcilia-

tion and a new spirit of cooperation to be evident in every part of the Church.

c) Patterns of leadership. Leadership is often too authoritarian. The high status of pastors

hinders a biblical servant leadership and promotes division, formality, legalism and a

stifling of expectation of personal guidance from God for 'ordinary' Christians.

d) Inadequate discipling. A significant number of Christians come from a background

steeped in Buddhist concepts and structured by Confucian ethics. The Spirit and the

Word must bring them into the full liberty of grace in the gospel.

e) Neglect of ethical teaching has meant little application of biblical truth to social issues

Christians have often condoned low ethical standards, bribery and corrupt practices and

have neglected social wrongs. Catholics have taken a stronger stance on these and often

gained more credibility than Protestants

5
Theological training in Korea is unique. In no other country of the world where

there is a large, growing Church is there such a surfeit of people trained for pastoral

work. There are possibly 280 theological institutions in Korea. In the top accredited Pres-

byterian seminaries are over 16,000 students. Right across the English-speaking world are

thousands more Koreans studying for Christian ministry. For many who graduate there are

few openings in desirable city congregations — yet the poorer rural congregations have

many! Pray that the best ol these men and women may humbly commit themselves to less

prominent rural pastorates and bless the world through cross-cultural missions

OPttWft vn* WvMP.
Young people are more world-conscious than ever before. Pray for:

a) University students, who number over 2.5 million on 994 campuses Many are

involved in 15 Christian student organizations such as CCCI (845 staff on 90 cam-

puses), Navigators (with over 120 staff) and Universities Bible Fellowship (UBF) with

10-20,000 students involved. Also of significance are IVCF(LFES) with 89 staff, Joy Mis-

sion, YWAM, ESP, SI C — each with 1-5,000 students involved.

h) SU which has a vital role to play in producing Bible study materials. Pray that young

people may find the delight of personal Bible study.

c) CEF which has 120 workers committed to children's ministry.

7
The missions vision of the Korean Church has grown rapidly and matured. An

increasing number of cross-cultural missionaries is being sent all over the world by over

160 Korean and international agencies (sometimes in both!) The larger Korean agencies are

UBF (751), HapDong Presbyterian (730), TongHap Presbyterian (492), Methodist (447), Holi-

ness (290), GMF (266), Baptist (214), CCCI (193), KoSin Presbyterian (186), KaeHyuk

Presbyterian (181), Full Gospel Mission Association (177), Tyrannus Mission (145), Korea

Harbor Mission (122), and Paul Mission (89) There are also large contingents in interna-

tional agencies such as: YWAM (658), OM (212), OMF (74), WEC (67) and WBT (52).

a) Mobilization ofyoung people for missions has gained momentum Mission Korea is a

large biennial nation-wide mission movement of various agencies (IVCF(IFES), Joy Mis-

sion, YWAM, GMF, GP, OMF and others). Thousands of young people have been

recruited for short-term involvement by UBF, CCC, OM, YWAM, Joy Mission, etc. Pray

that these young people may be at the forefront of missions— either in going or in sup-

porting those who go.

b) Preparation and orientation for missions have developed fast. Many institutions have

been founded. To mention a few: The Centre for World Mission (Presbyterian TongHap),

Global Missionary Training Center, Kosin MTI, the Missionary Training Institute (Pres-

byterian HapDong), the Global Professionals' Training Institute (for tentmakers). Pray

for effective preparation for Korean missionary trainees.

c) Cultural adaptation is hard for Koreans who come from a mono-cultural and mono-

lingual nation. The enthusiasm and rugged dynamism of Koreans are valuable assets in

pressing through to fruitfulness.

d) Korean missionaries serving overseas need prayer — for their adaptation to other mis-

sions and missionaries, for effective cooperation, for pastoral care and for adequate

education for their children.

8 The less-evangelized sections of the population which need special approaches

in ministry:

a) Shamanism is resurgent, though few openly claim to be followers of this ancient

Korean religion. There are about 600,000 shamanist practitioners — mainly women

b) Buddhists are probably over a quarter of the population. There are a number of indige-

nous religions such as Chondokyo (one million followers) and pseudo-Christian sects

with Buddhist/shamanist ideas (1-2 million followers).

c) Korean Muslims. These are growing in number as a result of Islamic missionary efforts

among Koreans working in Saudi Arabia. There are about 40,000 Korean Muslims and

60% of them live in Seoul. A Korean Islamic University is being planrted. There is no

specific outreach to them, and also a lack of knowledge of how to reach them

d) The Chinese. There were 7 congregations with 800 members in 2000. They were then

1.4% Protestant

e) The 250,000+ illegal migrants — often working in appalling conditions and for long

hours.

9 The Korean Diaspora Emigration and extensive business interests have multiplied

Korean communities around the world In nearly all, thriving churches have sprung up

(over 3,000 in USA alone), and they too are becoming a major factor for sending

missionaries.

- Missions in Korea have a valuable servant role in giving fresh perspective to bib-

1 lital teaching personal holiness and student work. A number of mission agencies

have made a major impact in church planting, including SBC (79 workers), several Presby-

terian agencies (25). Baptist Bible Fellowship (19), SdA (19) and OMS (8). OMF loans workers
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25*44. 44 a-1* 14441- 4=34*a a 41°11* 44 44* a*a 4i“.£fe 44
A 4 44* 4^*4a 4**44. a*4 44-41* 44* 4*44 444* 1M1A4 4
4 44 4.S-44* 41 *55*44. Aq* 444 **1 Hi 459*44. *324 *414
4AS 444 4*4 4a 44* 4 °l*q *** *_a.qq &**44. a44* 4*41*
*4- 4 7l!32*!jg. 441 4*4 *4 1M1 (Shinto shrine worship) * 441 444 438.

144 Til 4* 44 114a* 4*47) 4444*44. 144 44 44 41* ^14 4- 7H

4 444 144 f^44*i *4* *4* 1 414a a*4a AJ447l 44554*44.
a* Ml 4** 44 a 444 **-44 *|S4£* 71-4A 44*44. a44 4*4 4132
41* 44^44a *A44*A *4 0

)
7)011 S-cHl 444 *444 *41*114 ** 441

oil 114A* A*4**44.

*1 : 414* %* *441

44 444 <51* *1444. 4132* 4*41°1 4*411 a** *4 141447V 4-4

7]y} **144. 44 *ofl oi q-EV* 4447V 4*41 *** * 44* 44 144 44*4
4 . a* *432* * 4144 *4 4144 4445544 44 444 7* 432* 5=: *mi *
4a 455*44. a4* 4**44 4141 55*44. *S32* * *44 *7)] vi4A44 4*
455*44. 444 414 444 *aas]* 1 MlA oil 44 &*44. a*a Ml*414 4141
4*44. *M14 A!* 11* (4*144) *€4^44414 1444*44. 444 41414

44 All 324* 444S44-01I *444 $*44. a^a 4*44 414) 4*44.

44** *4 7l=-32» £.4-444 147V* *S7l 444 *qo)| zv *_a.7V *-£**.
*°11 *A 44 44 l*o|)* 414 4 (mainline) 44 7|)*324 *4* *£4 4* 7V A*4
4. A44 4a* 14*A A*i*4 14*41 * 41 4a 4 1141 *4S *4 70444
*1 a4A*4A. a** 44** a * *H14 7007H4 *4-7)1-41 32*1
(Korean-American churches)! *11441 * 4*44. A 7007114 3241* 35** 011 *. Aloi|

44A $**44.

444 4444 41324 *A4 444 4*14 *7V4a 4*44. 1900*oi]l *4 i*8«5

*44 4132*1* 4 tfl^-oi) *j7 **144 . Ast^lfe 247*54444 *a **44.
10041441 15«H7V 17V* 4444. 4 *A* 1** **-§* 4444 4AA14 14 1
7VA4 3«H 41 4* ^°J44.10)

10 19004°) sfls 4444 71132*1-* 148444AA** 247*5444 41AS 1544 1
7V4**44. 44 *32A1* 147*4AA*4 6484844AS 4«H 17V4**44. 1* 7l
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444 vi-4 SK 1 44-olMfe Jjt# 44 44 j£-£4t|-? ^4# #4'&44. 7fl >05101

1--CT 7V1- 5}32 oil-34 El 4 4444#44. 2X.42L 433241°1 3#4J24l
^^157 0] !•-§-, Y(.^1 5liLu| d «J-a] 44-44#44. 41 4M14 106444 4#°11 34-1- nfl,

tf4"¥-4 4Sb¥"S- f-f-4 4 4-4 44414 7l =-32(7)1 >151) ^41-01 2504 44421, 2J.O. JJJ,

4 1- &4-§r “11^4 4 323|# 43324J1, 4# 324# jB.

^

VHr-|- f-i^A)
2504 444 44-S-# 314 44 44H4-S. 44 142«14:33 444-4#44-. °144 2«l5

444 7]-#4 441-31- 50"' 44 “#44 44”4 11321 444 44444.ii)

zi44 -¥-40] 444711 4-4#44? 4|7> <4# 2)44 4-4# 4 #4^ 6044®!! 4#443i
7}^- A7\ 9l-§-4-4 441-14

.

D144 4444sl°ll 444 zi-g-# 44-4 4 °) 44=444 .

“4

V+ 50414 4-41 °l UJ14# 4444 4#°115. °H4 -i-4‘s= L14. 21.431 4Eg7il4 40)^
1

^.

sJ4-4#44-.’’12 > 44 °1 4 '- 4-¥-4 4^4 444 4444. 444 71=3241# 4 7)ai a]4
44 &34 4.1 7-143:4 44&-h=44.

1144 44 3247) 44-4 4-B- #34 4-8-S-4 4#4 4. 44 44 4444 °l-n-l- <344
^4 444.
44°11 C114 71=32 432 -4-41-# 44 44^44-4444 44-i- =4444 &4#44. 44-
°1 44-# 444-4 44444-(4-#)44 -M'SM 444#44. 444 4324-1# 43
^-4 ^14584 4445. 4- 44 44^4=44.
4- 44 4444 4#1 44-4 #324 14-4 444 -¥-4432 4# 414 ¥-411 47H 7114

3241-4 -14444 4444. 21 447]- 4#°1| 444 4444# ofl
j

o.^
451, 4 44°-

5-

4 iiS 441! 4444. 4 41-1-4 2H-47II 2x1-4 441-4 4324-14 7f4#
415.# 444 44 ^4-1- 444-fe 41- 44¥=4^44.

2x44 4-471-43 #344 443 =S4 4 -n-44- 44 41 441 °l-ff444. 2x4,5- 3tD 432
41-4 444 4324^444. £-4 4 443: 44(Nevius Method)# 343#- 44324 18504
4 #444 4 #47-54 “If-# 4 4444. :4r #4°ll 7M, 7H^1<41>4 432*114 43 325)

1- 4# 33J-§-o> 441-4 #44 4414 #44-31 44 4# 5.4#44. M)4-r-3# 44 4
4 43244 4»H 4444#44. #44 44 2x4 #314 4 n# 4-14 44 #3i4-$i#
44-. "4^1 4444.4. 21421 4^4 44#4t

1I #4# 4441-1- 4444-2.. 2H3 4
44 471 4-41- -4144711 421 #4 3241 444x11 444.” 2144- 223}# 4¥- 4&#4
4. 14 ‘S-'ai-g- 4¥-4 4 4^44 4$#44,. 2144 189044 214 444 afi 44
4)4 7H4 432>>=4 4441 7l-4*#44-. 21I# 444021 nelH 4^-71=32421-4

4444 £14#44. 45.32 4324# “mulii *} 32 >£ »)"-§- 144°] 432440.3. «1| a| 459#
44. 2142.3 7J-1-4 43221-401 1004 47! a]44ojj7

i
4-432011-4 4332414 1a) 4| 4

32# 444SS-S-4IH, 44# 44 45.3241-4 7H-4 32414 2444, 4432414 5nfl7>

4 4# #44 01444.

4-41 H#324l# 24414 74445444 2.3 3.6«ii #7>s>5a^44. 132£1# i4A3-¥-4 3

4342444^3 3.3MH #7V44‘H144.(W^or/d Almanac, 1995, p. 731, 4 Catholic

Encyclopedia, 1910). 7l=324#4 #4# 3# 4-5- oMo]- f^32l34 444#44.
11 Patrick Johnstone4 Operation World, 1993, (Grand Rapids, Michigan) Zondervan(Harper

Collins), 1993), 336 ff.4 43# f-Tfl-t 343.
12 S. A. Moffett, in H. A. Rhodes, ed., Fijtieth Anniversary Celebration of the Korea Mission

of the Presbyterian Church, U.S.A (Seoul: YMCA Press, 1934), 36 ff.* 421*M3.
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u
3*\-$r%-' (Thi ( -Self Method)^. *lh^-cr dH-t" o]

5$^
44. 22)14 -?*4 *^*1*HF& 1425H1 24I 4-8-42U, 444 47)471 4
44 142S)M1 hi -?- 4 ;g4Sil44. 14*4 7PS-! ^2

. ^ YMCA5*4 '£4&7l ,
a,

*4 Yh ' \7\ 7l=-3a7 0l^-ofl^|^) ^44. ^JuJ^o) “g»(self)! 4
4 (self-government)?! >44. * 442! 2!m3247]-7l- 4.2.7)- o>7)- 25)D 44°]4 f-MIMl 2>4

4 2!£-4711 4! 3! 2) 4 4. <>]$& 1907>dMl <>im-4aa^44. 2 *11! 424 44 442MH
3)44 12HH 4? 4444. *2i*!l “i”(self)! 4# (self-support) °1 21144 . 23l!
421 1890<dM)M| 01-? 0)^144 . 4j2-T-fe 442] 4 5] 7)1- ofl 4 *-g-g- 4-g-s>4 &o.d) 4 -^-0

]

3M* 44 <g- 5)s. '444 &7)2. 43)421144. 4*M1 4 -S-A5. 21-4 3)^j4-t

oflTil 7)=-24 447lal 42)1 o>^^q 4 . 4421*1 2 4*5. “tithers”ol 421144.

444 Ml “14 41 4444 -^-44 (Korean initiative)®.5. 1- 4 2121144. 4s4«]-& =L

4® Ml 441 "t"(s< r 4 4 #?( self-propagation) ®1 431 -|rSl!44. 214 444 t)I 24! 3)3!

i-4-S-4£., 4 44 4

4

toll ®)^ -m--§- ;&:£21144. 242 23)! 4^ MHH 4s41-o)l .4

41471- 444 3)2:4 424®°) t-447l£ 4°11 °14 444 J§4£44 44-€-°ll 444 4
4421144. 44-44 4m Ml4 Aat^lH 4221-

0)1 o)b)]a) 1876>dMl 444^21 7) 7] o)l A) 2
)

i4 4-44 4444 441 £#<£44. n! 189340)1 444 4-1-4 4411 ^4®-5. 14
44 4-71 ji*J:p>-i-0>| M izLnV^- 7142 3f-§41* *§4421144. 4-§-*tMl®|: 2

)2,
0
)

D,^ OJ

42AH- 0
I
4-I|-4°14-44. 2-g-! D)^o] oiAl^c) J:e)l°l 2i 44(Horace Allen)4 45.32 44

44 is)l°li 44-?H(Horace Underwood)4 442 4444 *t!!4 o^^e) (Henry G.

Appenzeller)2ll44 44 of 44-g-°l 47) $14 4.M>

4121 44-1 44*1!*! 44 47)1 °)!! 2S)7> 7142 t!
2>
v4 4471 7li 4M1 4-31 *r>7)|

T44-X14! 4421144. 32S)*4-&4 44 44 *£M1! 441 44- 4414, 7flo]a)o]

71422) $2) 5-4, 71424 44* 44 44 ¥°1 **4- 4!E(outreach) 2
^7> ^jfi.^-44. 7))0)oi $401 7

] 4 °ll Mr SI 441 714-olfe 44 4^)444. 44 714
2fe =l 401.71444 71-7124140142 S»2 ®l7)4oi42 $5tl®-4 44 4 7)471-31 21211
4 4- (outreaching ) . 2144 *-§-*4 4 °1 $124 424°1^2 iE4 -M-al-Tg*)4222 H^HS!
14 4-.

^4*>7)| <a^:=14 4 Aj-oi 4^ «j 4) 0144 7127144-. tl-4-4 24 A|#4 *44^
1 41

B) 7122.0)01 4 4. ZL4[tl*-23l]l of* 4, M Ml 7l4-*>o) 414 ^®1 o>Vl 44 144
712* 2444-. 41 Ml 4- ^5.2S)fe 41*1 444 4m Ml * U4 A)j^7l220J-i-

71444. 4430* Ml 441 27lMl-b 54^01 22, 5A130*MI 7V4* 20jo)|2 4* 5

4^®1 2 144. 2 25)4 *71-^0] $ 0)0. 4

0

,1

7

)| "Alfe £3. # 0. A^aAl-7> 0>^p)cl."gl.j7

41441144. 22flAi a)1 7>
“2

4

’S ®11 44 as)fe *247)] 4442 2114

4

?"42 *7)-,

2*1 "4-41 7l2444"42 444 4444144.

4* 441 ®11! «44°-5. 4 414- MI 44 43?SI14 4. i?l 4241-! 4^1 4* 44
“{1 4-§-4! ^44 f-1 4* 0)^. 444^144. 244 2! 4^-& 0

i
Â i t-j-g- 4= 21

21144. 2*1 12 4711-MI 4

*

11
A1 oSb15. ^44 7H1*M1 t)I 4 7l=4 *$14 441 47 (-

* 4-g-4*1 S4144. 44325)4 2:47)MI (44M1 40)4! 32 2l°l m 2l 7 l 444 41

13 Ml Hlm— 4’S! Hi4 tS44 Henry Venn4 DH4 Rufus Anderson4 “471” *2 44
(three-self mission strategies)Ml m4* -f-31 21144.
14 L. George Paik, The History of Protestant Missions in Korea

,
Revised ed. (Seoul: Yonsei

Univ. Press, 1971), 32, 54, 138 f.
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SMI 444) *4 qq* life 4* ufl** 44X1144. *a]4 4^* nq *q
44 4$t)I 4*4 4*32214 q * 5U144? 24* ti-44 514 4 4-**54 q 1* q
*4 44-11 ?MI4 °l-fr-i- 44*11 1 * 21* 4444. 511 H* 4 455 -td sq 4
4421 m-^s. ^q qqq qq^qq 4|£.(Bible Training Class System)$4fe 41
2> #44. 44* iflsl^ qA>7> Hqq *543) ^44 44H a 4* Aqg-q 4314211
44. 44* H€ ’414 *1 4* 73-^q^qq. 314* qq Jgqs.t-1 qqqq 1* 0)1 qq
714 -2.5 7i|* 44 qqsq, qq-323iq qeflq 4*4.1- ^ qsq-iq *314-1-1 qq 4*7

)

44 421144.

4-44 o)-jqq *12144. qqq 4553)* *1 7V*sllAi ^4421144. 24* 14442
*421 44 ^-ojoj^qq 4 *1* 19034*4 1907444 14*5* 53] 4# q
2,5] 44 -t* llMl^Aq ,

5$ qq-53H (* qiqq **43)14 454 x14 )
-
t!°o

v

4414 444 *41 4*40.^ 4x1*44. *14 4-8-4 44|aH-o] cfl 7 fl 4-555X14 q
442144, *1* H* 415 o)| oiiqqqq *5 -1- jiq-qq *xt*44. qq-011* .4
i27.iioi|

7ii "qeli 14 44 1-4 fe ^«1°)MI S- 0474JI
,
2 44 ** q qiq °)

l 7)|5 #04
7444, *4fe 4-474 41 * 0)14 24715 -3- 4St4 1907454 4 414 14-* 4 Sl*4
4.”4-2 ,t9X*44.15)

344- tJ-744 4-8-* 4 ^ 744l 42b *1-21*44. ^-1 4*32^ 114 7444 *311 4=4-34*4

4 34X1144 .

“3=7474 2.* =£4- 7)i3E 2]-i-°
11 ;a qiqftj, 5440^1 4*4 , ?44 4*

5fe * 7441 2.* 14*l-$*q4. i4 4571-11 42. <34-8.5. 4414qqqq &Xl*4
4. 4i4 4sa4°J “44 444r ib44 4i4 €-44 »3€* 7flqqxi2, 4=1=4 *5471 4
55 44 3i4 *tb 44 €a4(4a4)74 421-h=44. 44 91*421 *44 4*5 44-32214 *
44 444 4*4* 9144471 4444 &X1*44. 7fl 47ll.gr qq-q 4i4 4 A1- 4^*
4 “32! 4-1211 Tjqqo^qq 44*5* *l(kerosene)4- *4111 *4*1X1*44. a
42 q^i^Tll 3.^. qoflfe. ^q m»i Afl^.^- A|q§-q 214*5 47I41- 1-4^:144.
°14!(Moffet)l 21* 73

-

0)1 qq ^. 7
)) 44(timber concession)* 4**14 31421 7H22l*°l 4

4*15* *15X144. 2.44-
qqo) °qq.i4 ^44^144. 211 244 a^ai^

(missionary business)°l *1442 219X144. 241 *44*4 *14-i- 4=11*12 2121144.
*727111 4*4 44 14*15X144. "*4* 7fl2]a) 4*1 4*14 24I *1* 44 44
44. *4* *44 4*711-011711 iniqoj 71*4 *1X1 !»jl 7leqAi, Aqq 1^4 q-ofl

*1 ^1 44 214 *4 *14- 4 7l °)l
a) Tga^i * 4 ?)| ^ qq ^444.” 4*

55*44 *H4 4* 4^4 44-211 tfll^*! 7113221(44221)4215, ^4 41^*
323) 4-544, 4a)1 44 7Ha1* 5*1 71*4 3221441 7H* qqq o^qq.

244 71* Ail q*323) 7^4-4 q^.q 11 * * 4*)1 21144. 323]Ajqq oiq^ ^ofl

A1 Tii7l 7iqqq 4^71 44 21144. 2511 53)4 *4 444. tl4-53)7l 71*47)

44* 71*1 *q *iq* ^14-53171 -^4-*!* H 4914 *44 4tl -5344* 42144. xl

4-°)l* 607)1 *14-4 4-5- 4532 32 ^EHr(denominations)4 *a1)444. 4 54* 2 2*4 *4
4 *3

)*11 71431 &144. 5^ 7)1 473. qqoflA-) *4* o)l*32( |esus ) 4-5521

(Presbyterian Church)4 7)132(Christ ) 45531 (Presbyterian Church)7l q*47l <>il*(4)7l

24715 ( 4)4711 15 *14 24 73^4. tat * 2131144? 244 “*51- ** 21

4*44 4445 2*1 *4*l5*''(7l 41640) 44*l7l* *1444 1*4 4*14, 44 4-

55471 41, 4* 0
) 4qq qqoi q^o) I4q4 44 4^14 1* 245. 73

44- 3l *144. 445 5* *41-4 (1950-53)4 qqq 7144 *q *o)i qqqq

15 Smuel Hugh Moffet, Christians of Korea, 53 f.
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te 4-4-e- ai°]7> 44- 4444 .

7l=-5lfe 471444 4444 &51Hhl44. =L^E. 443. 4444 &-§- 4444.
7]43 <^7)7)4 444- 7>7]J1 §1-0] at^ofl 4444 3l44”43 7l

4444. 10.44 =L 444 44 513)4 t)l*r)a] 48)44. 33)7)^ -fa) s.

4*3 3)^14 7^0)- nl*5LS]«-2:4 £*7) &4fe Sj-&44 44 M-r- * 7)32]

4M4. 7)3) 444 444 444 >§-3].05. ns-4r 4443i4''l4. 7)2)7)44 51311-S

44. EL^E.3. 7)1 7> ofAlo). J2 S)A).^.«.e) °1^°)4 °)42) 3&1-4 44434 S)^5}-yA]i.

44 44 4#H2l3 4-7) OL S-S.-I- <§7)«}^^qc)-. a 204171 7l gellfe

^rS 41341711 331*4 444 21*1171 44 s] 4°1 e)4 4 -g- nvogqci. a 4*114 44** 3*
4 at 71-7121 «7)-5.-fEl cl-g-21 77>7) 51$** <§44 € 4^47)4 444 44 s) 444
4.

1. 44 3*4 (44444 44444) 44*44 l-14- .2.5J1 47I-5)* 7)43) ggqc).

2. 44 3*4 7)-7l 7)7)21 4*4 4-3l.-o.7V-g. 4*«43 §44-g- 44 **)* 44
^ 48)44. 344 ^4 3*4 ZL 4-7V *47) 4_fi_4 44 4$-3)3}4 71*514 ^71
1- -§-71* 7>7l7l *44* «7l 14* 38)44.

3. 44 3*4 514)51- 4#* 444 51*4$- 4*^* 4**114 * 4$4 *4* 38)4
4.

4. 44 n-§-°l 7141-21 *44 5141- 7)3)44 444 f-44°..s. 44444 *44 *
414 38)44.

5. asm 44 afo1
7)314 °] =£3^*44 i9fjl2 7l*5i4 &4 7114444 **4

44 $41* il-4 4-44, 44§ 4444.
6 . 44 3*4 7)71*4 **4s(4 °ll^ 321^34 4-** 4*ffe 4)4 44 444 4

*1144, 4414 4444.
7. 32)3 44 40-S., 44 3#4 4-4*4 444 £41- i7l444 3*$ 7)4- 44

“5. 44* 4444. 3 444 £4fe «k£ 444, 4# 4 444 44 44 414

44444, -2-£4 ^ 4* 32)i£4 $#°i| 44 *444, 4*514 444 44
44 444 4«14 44444

- 471^44 -

Samuel Hugh Moffett

Princeton, N.J. U.S.A. 1996.
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